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Cognition, or thinking, is what happens, sometimes, between sensation and action (or going to 
sleep, whichever comes first).  The transition from sensation to cognition is perception, the 
process in which a sensation is recognized as falling under a concept.  Cognition is conceptual; it 
concerns the manipulation of concepts, or the flow of thoughts through the “mind”.  This 
cogitation, this flow of consciousness, can continue indefinitely.  But when thinking turns into 
action, cognition ends and behavior begins. 

About one-third of the cortex is primarily occupied with sensation, perception, and action.  
Vision occupies the occipital lobe and extends forward into the parietal and temporal lobes; 
audition occupies the top strip of the temporal lobe.  The sensorimotor system on either side of 
the central sulcus across the top of the brain extends caudally into the parietal lobe and rostrally 
into the frontal lobe.  The other two thirds of the cortex, which is not primarily involved with 
sensation or action, is called association cortex.  It includes the prefrontal cortex, which is the 
part of the frontal lobe rostral to the premotor and supplementary motor areas; most of the 
parietal lobe; and at least the middle gyrus of the temporal lobe.  The investigation of cognition 
focuses on this association cortex. 

We would like to understand cognition at the level of content, or substance.  We would like to 
know how and why some particular thought leads to some other particular thought.  For the 
foreseeable future, however, this level of understanding is absolutely unavailable.  We are far 
from being able to identify whatever it is in the brain that distinguishes having one thought from 
another.  In fact, we don’t even know if “thoughts” are reasonable things to be looking for. 

Before the last several decades, the most important source of insight into the relation between 
cognition and the brain came from lesion studies—the examination of changes in cognitive 
capabilities that followed damage to the association areas from injury or disease.  Lesion studies 
generated ideas about what was going on in one or another bit of tissue in, for example, the 
prefrontal cortex.  We now know, however, that the effects of lesions are hard to interpret.  The 
fact that damage to one component of a complex system makes the whole system fail to function 
is not evidence that the function is performed by that component. 

Today the study of cognition is what you might call piecemeal.  Many research groups are 
probing various aspects of cognition using a small variety of tools, including imaging methods 
like magnetic resonance imaging and methods for measuring neural activity like 
electroencephalography and recordings from electrodes in the brains of epileptic patients.  In 
some areas small research traditions have emerged and proven fruitful, with different groups 
building on each other’s work.  But no overall framework or conception has unified these various 
efforts and traditions, at least not that I can see.  I am certainly not familiar with much of the 
work that is being done, and there is a lot of it, so I am feeling my way in the dark here. 
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In this writeup, I will describe work from three research traditions: 

1. Identification of large-scale cortical networks that are associated with mental activities such 
as problem solving and daydreaming 

2. Investigation of circuits that control whether one continues to perfect what one is doing or 
starts looking for a different way of doing things 

3. Localization of systems for making choices and decisions. 

Cortical Networks 

An insight we think we have gained has come from the view that all cognition involves more 
than one patch of cortex.  More specifically, in the last couple of decades a significant tradition 
of research has developed from the idea of a network.  Networks exist across the entire cortex, 
and they can be found at all levels.  A single cortical column constitutes a network made up of 
cells; higher-level networks are made up of lower-level networks, up to the network that 
constitutes the entire cortex.  

The mid- to high-level networks in the association areas of cortex are different from those in the 
sensory and motor cortex.  Networks in the sensory and motor cortex have a hierarchical 
structure, and there is a direction in which information flows through them (even though there is 
very substantial feedback at all stages, as well).  Networks in the association areas of cortex are 
not hierarchically organized; information is passed back and forth between subnetworks without 
there being an overall direction of flow (except in the most general sense in which information 
flows from sensation through cognition to action).  There is a second difference, as well.  Each 
sensory and motor network occupies a contiguous area of cortex, but the networks in association 
cortex are composed of subnetworks that are scattered all around the cortical surface.   

Because the parts of a “cognitive” network are scattered around the association areas of cortex, 
the identification of a cognitive network amounts to the identification of the connections between 
the parts that make it up.  So the study of networks proceeds largely through the investigation of 
the connections between different cortical areas (and with subcortical structures as well).  This  
investigation has been promoted by the Human Connectome Project, a federally organized 
program of research led by Washington University in St. Louis and the University of Minnesota, 
with support from the development of investigative tools by Harvard University, Massachusetts 
General Hospital, and the University of California at Los Angeles. 

The Human Connectome Project has made available to researchers a massive data base, covering 
thousands of subjects whose brains were scanned using multiple scanning methods while they 
were inactive and also while they performed a variety of mental tasks, including tasks involving 
working memory, risk and reward, language use, thinking about other people’s thoughts, 
relational reasoning, emotional reactions, and motor activities.  We will learn more about the 
scanning and the tasks below. 
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[3:  see footnote ]  The connections between cortical areas consist of axons that are myelinated 1

and thus appear white, and they are referred to as white matter.  If you look at cross-sections of 
the cerebrum (of which the cerebral cortex is the covering layer of gray matter made up mostly 
of cell bodies), the amount of white matter is massive.  It may seem as if everything in the cortex 
must be connected to everything else.  This is not the case, however.  If you divide the cortical 
surface into a thousand small patches, then there are a million pairs of patches that might be 
connected.  Only 3 percent of them are.  Of the connections between one cortical patch and 
another, 54 percent are within the same region, 42 percent are between regions in the same 
hemisphere, and 4 percent are between hemispheres.  2

Some half dozen major cognitive networks have been identified and their functions have been 
roughly determined.  The most important ones, which will be discussed in this article, are called: 

• The Default Mode Network 

• The Fronto-Parietal Cognitive Control Network 

• The Dorsal Attention Network 

• The Cingulo-Opercular Network 

Although we know the approximate functions of these major networks, we don’t know their 
functions with precision.  And we know essentially nothing about how they actually do whatever 
it is that they do.  If you are looking for a career with a future, you could do worse than going 
into cognitive neuroscience:  there’s a lot of work to be done. 

[4]  The tool that has made investigation of cognitive networks possible is the magnetic 
resonance imaging machine.  At our age, most of us are probably familiar with MRI, which 
produces three-dimensional images of the internal structure of the body.  The type of MRI scan 
that shows you have a small tear in the meniscus of your right knee, however, is only one type of 
MRI.  Two others—functional MRI and diffusion MRI—are also used in the investigation of 
cortical connections.  We will meet them shortly. 

Thousands of articles on cognitive networks have been published.  Although different researchers 
have tackled the subject using different approaches, there is broad general agreement in the 
results obtained using the different methods.  Before we look at those results, however, let’s 
consider the ways in which researchers’ approaches differ, which will help us understand where 
the results come from.  There are four main questions involved. 

 Numbers in brackets indicate the figures at the end of this document which illustrate the 1

information that follows the brackets.  Some extra figures used in class are at the end.

 Hagmann, Patric, et al. “Mapping the Structural Core of Human Cerebral Cortex.” PLoS 2

Biology, vol. 6, no. 7, July 2008. 
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The first question in formulating an approach to the study of cognitive networks concerns the 
units whose connections will be identified.  There are two principal choices:  voxels and parcels.  
A voxel is the smallest three-dimensional volume detectable in the MRI machine; for static 
images, current MRI machines can detect structure down to a resolution of about 0.5 millimeters.  
Some researchers work at the level of voxels, seeking to determine which voxels in the gray 
matter of cortex are connected to which other voxels.  Others begin by dividing the cortical sheet 
into small parcels, or groups of adjacent gray matter voxels, that are internally consistent in 
structure but differ from their neighbors on characteristics such as the thickness of the sheet and 
the degree of myelination present.  They then investigate the connections between parcels, rather 
than individual voxels.  Although some researchers create their own parcellation of cortex, others 
use a standard, published parcellation.  [5]  The most widely used is the Human Connectome 
Project’s multi-modal cortical parcellation, which we saw in our first session, Introduction. 

The second question concerns the identification of connections between the voxels or parcels of 
cortex.  These connections are formed by the axons of neurons.  Axons of adjacent neurons 
clump into fiber bundles, and fibers aggregate into tracts that carry information from one general 
area to another.  Although individual axons carry information in only one direction, a fiber or 
tract contains axons going in both directions.  [6]  This illustration, a cartoon from Gray’s 
Anatomy, shows the major tracts, or fasiculi, in the cerebrum, with the superior longitudinal 
fasiculus (that is, the higher longwise bundle) colored red.  Although the structure of tracts is 
known, it is not useful for identifying the kinds of connections that constitute the networks we 
are looking for, because a tract connects many areas to many other areas and individual fibers 
cannot be traced through the tract, not to mention individual axons.  We need other methods, and 
two methods are now available.  One identifies physical fiber bundles, and the other identifies 
patches of cortex that we know must be connected somehow, because of how they behave.  
These are the physical and functional methods of determining connectivity.   

The physical method identifies fiber bundles (individual axons are too small to identify) and 
determines where they terminate in the gray matter at each end.  It involves a special type of 
MRI called diffusion MRI, which measures the direction of the random movement, or diffusion, 
of water molecules in the axons.  Since each axon is very thin, molecules that are moving across 
the axon hit the cell wall and bounce off in another direction.  But molecules that happen to be 
moving along the axon are uninterrupted by a cell wall.  So within a single voxel of white matter, 
the direction in which the most molecules are moving is the direction in which the axons in the 
fiber are oriented.  If a pair of neighboring voxels both exhibit a direction of movement that is 
consistent with their positions relative to each other, that means that a fiber runs through them in 
that direction.  By piecing together such neighboring voxels, a computer program identifies 
fibers that connect one place on the cortical surface to another.  (Mathematically, there are two 
ways of doing this, diffusion tensor imaging and diffusion spectrum imaging.  DSI works better 
where fibers cross near each other, and it has recently replaced DTI as the method of choice.)  [7]  
This illustration shows the fibers identified with dMRI in one study.  They are colored according 
to orientation:  blue fibers flow vertically and green flow longitudinally.  Those that flow 
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transversely (from ear to ear) are seen head-on in this view and so are mostly invisible, but they 
are colored red. 

The explanation of the functional method of determining connectivity is more complicated.  No 
search for physical connections is involved.  Rather, there is assumed to be a connection between 
any two parts of the brain whose patterns of activation over time are highly correlated.  Imagine 
a dance floor with no music, and many people dancing by themselves, each apparently to their 
own drummer.  If you spotted two people on opposite sides of the dance floor whose movements 
were always coordinated, you would be justified in assuming that they had their eyes on each 
other, and were coordinating through that visual connection.  Similarly, when two voxels or 
parcels of gray matter dance to the same tune, there is presumed to be a connection between 
them. 

The first step, therefore, is to estimate the pattern of activity over a period of time in each cortical 
parcel (or voxel).  What we would like to know is the neural activity, which we can’t measure.  
What we can measure is the amount of blood flow in each parcel (I won’t keep adding “or 
voxel”, but it’s done both ways).  Blood flow is related to neural activity.  Every time a neuron 
fires it uses energy to pump back up the ion gradients that will allow it to fire again.  The 
ultimate source of that energy is oxygen in the blood, and when a group of neurons fires a lot, the 
flow of blood to their location increases.  There is an MRI technique, called blood-oxygen-level-
dependent imaging, that measures the amount of blood flowing to each patch of cortex.  This 
technique is called functional MRI because the BOLD signal indicates the amount of work being 
done—the amount of function—in each voxel.  It doesn’t yield the spatial resolution of a 
structural MRI image; it can only estimate activity with a resolution of 2 or 3 millimeters.  And it 
doesn’t yield much temporal resolution at all; it can only estimate activity on a time scale of 
seconds, not milliseconds.  But that’s good enough for researchers to have made progress with. 

Once an fMRI session has been completed and the time pattern of estimated activity in each 
parcel of the cortex has been recorded, the data are examined to find the pairs of parcels that are 
dancing together.  This is done by calculating the correlation between the temporal patterns of 
blood flow in each pair of parcels.  Pairs of parcels whose fMRI signals are highly coordinated 
are presumed to be connected physically.  Not being telepathic, how else could they manage it? 

Functional MRI was used to infer connections for more than a decade before diffusion MRI 
made it possible to image them directly.  When dMRI arrived, it substantially confirmed what 
had been concluded from fMRI.  But dMRI did not replace fMRI, which is still necessary, for 
reasons that we will see next. 

The third question in formulating an approach to the study of cognitive networks is how to get 
from pairwise connections to networks.  Two parcels with a connection between them don’t 
make a network.  A network is a group of parcels with lots of connections within the group and 
fewer connections with parcels that are not in the group.  So you need a method of sorting the 
parcels into groups that meet that criterion.  There are two main ways of doing it, cluster analysis 
and independent component analysis.  The two methods generally produce similar results, but 
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they both have the same problem.  The problem is that you have to decide how many networks 
you want to sort the parcels into; neither cluster analysis nor independent component analysis 
can figure that out for itself. 

[8 and 9]  To visualize the problem, let’s look at a toy example of clustering.  Given the pairwise 
connections between the parcels in the first illustration, it would be reasonable to divide them 
into 2, 4, or 6 networks as shown in the second illustration.  Which number of networks is 
“right” can’t be decided on the basis of their connections alone.  Other considerations must be 
brought to bear.  For example, one study used the fact that—even though it is difficult to 
distinguish the auditory network from the somatomotor network using only connection 
information—it is clear for other reasons that they are separate networks.  So they used the result 
with the fewest networks that distinguished the auditory and somatomotor networks from each 
other. 

The fourth question of research program design, which will lead us into the substantive results, is 
this:  when you have a subject in the MRI machine and are scanning their brain, what do you ask 
them to do with it?  If you are just looking for structure—to divide the cortex into parcels, for 
example, or to identify fiber bundles connecting parcels—it doesn’t matter what they do.  But if 
you want to identify networks of parcels that work together, what their brains are doing while 
you scan them matters. 

Functional MRI, which measures blood flow as a proxy for neural activity, varies from place to 
place in the brain for all sorts of reasons.  Simply measuring the fMRI signal in each parcel 
doesn’t tell you anything.  But suppose you compare the activity in each parcel while the subject 
is reading a text to the activity while they are not doing anything in particular; areas showing 
more activity while reading than while resting might have something to do with the cognitive 
activity of reading.  Similarly for doing arithmetic, or taking a memory test.  If you ask the 
subject to look at pictures, you might be able to identify visual areas, and if you ask them to tap 
their finger, you might be able to identify motor areas, but only by finding the parcels that were 
more active when the subject was doing these things than when they were not. 

This is how the early research was done.  The activity in the brain while the subject was doing 
some task was compared with a baseline, the activity in the brain when the subject was in a 
“resting state”.  But a funny thing happened on the way to the analysis.  As the studies 
accumulated some researchers noticed that there were areas in the cortex—lots of them—that 
were more active in the resting state than when doing the task.  No matter what task it was.  It 
was as though there was something the subjects were doing when they were not given any task to 
perform, some activity that was suppressed when a task had to be performed.  Surprise, surprise:  
they were thinking.  The kind of thinking that goes on during the “resting state” rapidly became a 
subject of intense investigation.  Before we look at the results, let’s check the anatomy. 

[10]  In the left illustration, the parcels of cortex whose closely correlated activity was 
suppressed when a subject performed most tasks, but increased when they were “resting”, are the 
darkest (the “task negative” parcels).  When they were of interest only in relation to the baseline 
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measure to which task positive activation was compared, they had already been dubbed the 
Default Mode Network, and unfortunately this name has stuck.  In the right illustration of [10] 
and in [11] they are the parcels that are red.  On the lateral surface of cortex, the Default Mode 
Network occupies the lower part of the parietal lobe and most of the front half of the temporal 
lobe (which we will see next week is involved with semantic knowledge).  On the medial surface 
it occupies most of the parietal and prefrontal cortex.  On the floor of the frontal lobe it occupies 
much of the orbitofrontal cortex (which we have seen is involved with emotion and valence), and 
on the floor of the temporal lobe it includes the parahippocampal gyrus (which we have seen is 
involved with episodic memory).  In general, then, the Default Mode Network resides primarily 
on the medial and ventral surfaces of the cortex, and it seems to have something to do with 
memory, knowledge, and meaning. 

What does it do?  Investigation revealed that the Default Mode Network is more active during 
spontaneous thought and mental imagery, and less active during goal-oriented tasks.  It is 
particularly active when one thinks about oneself, reminisces about the past, ponders the future, 
or imagines alternative situations.  It is active when one succeeds in retrieving a cued memory 
(“Think about some event in your life that involved a dress,” for example).  It is also active when 
one thinks about the thoughts of others (“Where does she think the chocolate is now?”).  It may 
be closely related to ones semantic knowledge (“What is the capital of North Dakota?”).  In 
general, the network is driven by conceptual activity, not perceptual activity. 

At a higher level of analysis, work to date suggests that the components of the Default Mode 
Network in the parietal and temporal lobes (the back end) are especially implicated in memory  
retrieval tasks, the frontal lobe components are especially implicated in tasks that require 
thinking about the self, and the entire system is involved in autobiographical memory. 

The Default Mode Network occupies more cortical real estate than any other network.  It is 
greatly expanded in humans; monkeys, for example, may not even have an inferior parietal 
lobule, which is one of the largest pieces of the human Default Mode Network.  Moreover, the 
parcels of cortex belonging to the network have the most complex organization of columns 
anywhere in the cortex, and during development they are the last parts of cortex to become 
myelinated.  All these facts indicate the special importance of the Default Mode Network for our 
species. 

If the Default Mode Network occupies the “task-negative” parcels of cortex, what about the 
“task positive” parcels?  The investigation of various sorts of tasks using activity in the Default 
Mode Network as a baseline was replaced by a new experimental paradigm.  In current research, 
the baseline is established by scanning a subject who is performing a relatively simple form of 
whatever type of mental task is being investigated.  They are also scanned while performing a 
more difficult form of the same type of task.  Areas that are more active in the hard version than 
in the easy version of the task presumably have something to do with its performance.  It’s the 
same idea as before, but now the baseline is the easy task, not the “resting state”. 
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[12]  Here’s an example, a task of relational reasoning.  In the scanner, the subject sees a screen 
showing four objects—shapes with textures—in two pairs, one pair on the top and the other pair 
on the bottom.  The two objects on the top are the same on one dimension but not on the other:  
they differ either in shape or texture, but not both.  The task is to indicate, by pressing one button 
for yes and another for no, whether the pair on the bottom differ on the same dimension, shape or 
texture, as the top pair.  They do this for a series of screens, over a period of time.  That’s the 
hard version.  In the easy version, there is a pair of textured shapes on top.  In the middle is a 
word, either “shape” or “texture”.  On the bottom is one object, and the task is to indicate by 
pressing the yes or no button whether this object matches either of the top two objects on the 
dimension indicated by the word.  (Note that—in addition to avoiding the problems of using the 
“resting state” as the baseline—this method also avoids confusing neural activity associated with 
pressing the button with activity associated with doing the task of interest, because the baseline 
task also requires button pressing.) 

This kind of hard-vs.-easy comparison has been used to investigate a great variety of cognitive 
tasks, and it has revealed more than one network.  Before we talk about them, however, there’s a 
twist to the story.  Go back to the “resting state”.  Even though the Default Mode Network is 
more active in the resting state, its activity is not the only activity that occurs.  Other networks—
those that are not being tasked with doing their special jobs at the moment—still chug away, 
spontaneously.  They are active at even lower levels than when the subject is doing the easy 
version of their task, but they are still active.  And if your statistical skills are good enough, you 
can see the activity of these other networks, alongside the activity of the Default Mode Network, 
in the resting state data.  Consequently, task-positive networks can be identified in the resting 
state as well as by comparing hard and easy versions of a task. 

The reality of the functional connections and of the networks that fancy statistical footwork 
reveals in data gathered from subjects in the resting state is confirmed by other methods.  In the 
case of connections, the “functional connectivity” disclosed by fMRI of the resting state 
substantially matches the actual anatomical connectivity disclosed by diffusion MRI, as 
discussed earlier.  And the task-positive networks revealed by fMRI of the resting state 
substantially match the networks uncovered by fMRI of subjects doing hard and easy versions of 
a task in the scanner.  In any case, those are the results that are emerging, by all appearances.  
Over the last decade and a half, it has been a little bit of a scramble.  Not everyone used the same 
names for the networks they found.  Nor—since they used different types of MRI, different ways 
of dividing up the cortex, different statistical methods, and different approaches in general—did 
they always spot exactly the same networks comprising the same parcels.   Now, however, 
attempts are being made to pull everything together and settle on a shared, consensus view.  I’ll 
follow one recent such attempt  in describing three task-positive networks. 3

 Ji, Jie Lisa, et al. “Mapping the Human Brain’s Cortical-Subcortical Functional Network 3

Organization.” NeuroImage, vol. 185, Jan. 2019, pp. 35–57.
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The first is the Fronto-Parietal Cognitive Control Network.  This network is busy when a subject 
does the relational reasoning task described above.  It is also busy when they do a working 
memory task.  In the easy version of the working memory task, the subject sees a picture; they 
then see a series of pictures and they should press a button when they see the initial picture 
again.  In the hard version, they simply see a series of pictures, and they have to press the button 
when the current picture is the same as two pictures ago.  (To keep them on their toes—even 
though they are lying on their backs—a picture sometimes matches the previous picture, or the 
third picture ago, in which case they should not press the button.)  It doesn’t matter whether they 
get the answers right, what matters is that they are exercising their working memory.  Both this 
working memory task and the relational reasoning task are presented visually.   

A third task that activates this network is presented aurally.  It does not compare activity during 
hard and easy versions of the same sort of task.  Rather, it compares an arithmetic task with a 
language task.  In the arithmetic task, the subject hears a sentence like “27 minus 13 is:  12 or 
14?”, and presses one of two buttons to indicate whether the first or second choice is right.  Some 
of the problems require addition rather than subtraction.  In the language task, the subject hears a 
brief story and has to indicate what it was about.  For a story about a lion who spares a boy who 
has removed a thorn from its paw, for example, the choice might be whether the story is about 
revenge or reciprocity, and the subject again presses one of two buttons to indicate whether the 
first or second choice is right.  Presenting this task aurally rather than visually shows that this 
network is implicated in cognitive processing from both modalities. 

A final example is playing connect-the-dots.  That’s the easy version of the task.  In the hard 
version, half the dots are numbered, and half have letters instead.  The job is to alternate between 
them, 1-A-2-B-3 ….  When you get to 9, which letter do you look for next?  What this task 
requires is the ability to keep track of two alternating jobs, not forgetting where you are in one 
job when you are doing the other one. 

[13]  The Fronto-Parietal Network occupies a large diagonal band across the lateral surface of 
prefrontal cortex, wrapping around the anterior pole and onto the ventral surface.  It also includes 
parcels on the lateral and medial surfaces of the parietal lobe and one in the middle temporal 
gyrus.  All of these parcels are active in the relational reasoning, working memory, and 
arithmetic tasks.  Some of the prefrontal parcels show slightly more activity during the relational 
reasoning task, and some a bit less.  The lateral parietal parcel (below the intraparietal sulcus) 
shows equal activity for all three of these tasks.  The anterior pole of the frontal lobe is thought 
to play a key role in maintaining memory of a task when it is not currently active, as in the 
connect-the-dots task. 

As is well known, the prefrontal cortex is greatly expanded in humans.  Much of the new real 
estate belongs to the Fronto-Parietal Network.  That expansion seems to be related to our 
exceptional ability to integrate sensory information with conceptual knowledge, keep track of 
multiple objects in the world and multiple goals in our minds, and switch responses to things in 
the world according to changes in our goals. 
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[14]  A second task-positive network seems to have a more specific function.  It is the Dorsal 
Attention Network.  It occupies less real estate than the Fronto-Parietal and Default Mode 
networks:  mainly a long strip of parcels running across the lateral and dorsal surfaces of the 
parietal lobe and a patch on the top of the brain just in front of pre-motor cortex.  This network 
has been probed in experiments that manipulate attention.  The subject is either cued to attend to 
something or instructed to search for something.  For example, the subject may be asked to look 
at a fixation point but attend to another location off to the side and report (often with a button 
press) when something appears there.  Or the subject may be asked to find a square among a 
scattered group of triangles.  As well as attending to locations and shapes, this network responds 
to cues of or searches for things of specific colors or moving in specific directions, and it also 
responds to different types of actions (button presses vs. verbal reports, for example).  The 
network is closely tied to vision.  The parietal strip runs through the intraparietal sulcus which 
we saw in the session on Perception connects visual and somatosensory information to motor 
commands.  The prefrontal parcel of this network is adjacent to a parcel that is thought to 
resemble the frontal eye field of the monkey, whence issue instructions for eye movement.  This 
network carries top-down commands for attention, however, not the bottom up sensations whose 
detection concludes a successful search.  Activity in the Dorsal Attention Network spikes at the 
initiation of a search, is maintained during the search, then spikes again when the target is 
detected.  It has been studied intensively (and intrusively) in monkeys.  The human system is 
similar, but with more subdivision of parcels within the system, and it includes a parcel at the 
temporal-parietal junction that monkeys seem to lack. 

Third, the Cingulo-Opercular Network.  Here there is some difference in findings.  Early work 
identified what was called a Salience Network (sometimes called the Ventral Attention Network).  
The Salience Network was thought to complement the Dorsal Attention Network.  While the 
Dorsal Attention Network directed attention according to internal goals, the Salience Network 
scanned the environment to detect events that might make it necessary to stop doing what you 
were doing and pay attention to something else.  It was sometimes described as a circuit breaker.  
It was localized to the ventral part of the medial surface of the cortex, around the cingulate gyrus, 
and one lab thought it was much stronger in the right hemisphere than in the left.  But there was 
not agreement on all of this, and the team whose article I am mainly following here did not find a 
network meeting the description of the Salience Network.  Its status seems to be uncertain. 

[15]  What was found is called the Cingulo-Opercular Network.  This network includes the 
frontal lobe’s opercular cortex, which covers the insula, and the anterior cingulate gyrus on the 
medial surface of the frontal lobe, plus a few parcels elsewhere.  One is tempted to call this the 
Concentration Network, because it is described as functioning to keep the mind on the subject at 
hand.  I have some difficulty understanding the difference in function between the Cingulo-
Opercular and Fronto-Parietal functions.  Descriptions of the Cingulo-Opercular Network claim 
that the Fronto-Parietal Network is not as essential to staying on task, but descriptions of the 
Fronto-Parietal Network don’t seem to mention that comparison.  One lab found indications that 
the Cingulo-Opercular Network has two divisions, one as described here and the other 
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corresponding to the Salience Network, which would bring opposite functions into close physical 
proximity in the brain (which makes sense). 

[16]  Three other, quite small, networks were identified and characterized extremely briefly and 
tentatively.  A Posterior MultiModal Network in the lower parietal lobe may be involved with 
either spatial navigation or the comprehension of narrative structure (or both).  A Ventral 
MultiModal Network is hypothesized, mainly on the basis of its location on the floor of the 
temporal lobe I think, to be involved with semantic knowledge.  An Orbito-Affective Network, 
on the floor of the frontal lobe just over the eyes (“orbits”), shows activity that is modulated by 
rewarding stimuli.  It is strongly connected to the subcortical basal ganglia and to the midbrain 
dopamine reward nuclei (the substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area). 

A final network, the Language Network, will have to wait until our session on that topic. 

[17]  Now that we have some familiarity with these networks, I’d like to reiterate how they were 
identified.  The networks were derived from an analysis of the temporal pattern across an entire 
scanning session of the fMRI signal from each of 360 parcels in the cortex, 180 in each 
hemisphere.  The pattern in each parcel was compared with the pattern in each other parcel, and 
their correlation was calculated.  The matrix in the illustration visualizes those correlations, and a 
careful examination of the matrix will reward the cognitive effort required (after all, this session 
is about cognition, is it not?) 

The matrix has 360 rows and 360 columns.  Each row represents a parcel, and each column also 
represents a parcel, the same parcels as the rows.  The 129,600 dots in the matrix represent, by 
their color, the strength of the correlation between the temporal patterns of fMRI signal for a pair 
of parcels; there are 129,600 pairs.  The parcels are grouped into the networks they belong to.  
For the rows, these networks are labeled on the right; for the columns, the networks are 
identifiable by the color code at the top.  Of course, when the analysis was originally done, the 
parcels didn’t yet belong to any network, so this order is imposed on the visualization with 
hindsight.   

The squares of darker red represent the correlations among the parcels in a single network, so 
you can think of each square as representing one network.  As pointed out earlier, the number of 
networks into which the algorithm sorts the parcels is specified by the researchers, who started 
with a low number and increased it until the Auditory Network emerged; the Auditory Network 
is difficult to distinguish from the Somatomotor Network.  I don’t know why the authors placed 
the Auditory Network on the matrix where they did, rather than adjacent to the Primary and 
Secondary Visual and the Somatomotor Networks.  The fact that the analysis correctly identifies 
the well documented Visual and Sensorimotor Networks counts as evidence for its reliability. 

The dark diagonal line, where the strongest correlations are found, are the dots that represent the 
correlation of a parcel with itself, which is necessarily perfect.  The shorter diagonal lines within 
some of the squares represent the correlation of a parcel with its twin in the opposite hemisphere, 
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since within each network the left hemisphere parcels come first and the right hemisphere parcels 
come last.  The order of parcels within hemispheres within networks is probably arbitrary. 

The parts of the matrix outside the darker red squares represent the correlation between the 
parcels of one network and the parcels of the other networks.  You can see, for example, that the 
Dorsal Attention Network is most strongly correlated with the Visual Networks.  The Default 
Mode Network’s correlations with the Cingulo-Opercular Network are mostly negative (blue), its 
correlations with the Dorsal Attention Network are weak or negative, and its correlations with 
the Fronto-Parietal Network are not strong and sometimes negative.  All the negative correlations 
in the matrix involve the Default Mode Network. 

These inter-network correlations show that the various networks do not operate in splendid 
isolation.  They talk to each other.  How they talk to each other has been explored using the tools 
of a discipline called graph theory.  I will describe the findings of one group who used graph 
theory to shed additional light on the connections and networks of the cortex.   

This team  scanned 75 subjects with three different forms of magnetic resonance imaging.  First, 4

they used conventional structural MRI to divide the cortex into 1,170 parcels, which I will call 
nodes, both because that is the graph theoretical name for them and also to make clear that they 
are not the same set of parcels as those described above.  Second, they used diffusion MRI (recall 
illustration [7]) to identify connections between the nodes, which  I will call links.  Third, they 
used functional resting state MRI combined with independent component analysis to identify 11 
networks.  These networks were similar but not identical to the 12 networks discussed above:  
they divided the Fronto-Parietal Network into two, one in each hemisphere; they did not identify 
the Dorsal Attention and Cingulo-Opercular networks, but they found what they called a Salience 
Network and they identified separate Parietal and Frontal networks; and they came up with 6 
rather than 4 unimodal sensory and motor networks.  So what we are working with are nodes 
connected by links and belonging to networks. 

[18]  If you consider the network comprising the cortex as a whole, it belongs to a type that 
graph theorists call a rich club network.  Such networks afford efficient communication between 
modular structures.  Rich club networks are characterized by the presence of a small number of 
highly connected and highly central nodes.  Of the 1,170 nodes in the cortex (on this analysis), 
17 percent are members of the eponymous rich club.  Of those, 22 percent belong to the Default 
Mode Network, 18 percent belong to the Salience Network, and 10 percent belong to the Parietal 
Network.  Looking at the links between nodes, 13 percent connect two nodes belonging to the 
rich club, 26 percent are feeder links connecting a “local” node to a rich club node, and 61 
percent connect local nodes with other local nodes.  Note in the illustration that most of the rich 
club nodes are located in the medial cortex, not the lateral cortex.  (Note also that the local nodes 

 van den Heuvel, M. P., and O. Sporns. “An Anatomical Substrate for Integration among 4

Functional Networks in Human Cortex.” Journal of Neuroscience, vol. 33, no. 36, Sept. 2013, 
pp. 14489–500.
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are shown as light gray circles, which don’t show up as well as the blue nodes belonging to the 
rich club.) 

[19]  Finally, compare the matrix of physical connections identified by diffusion MRI (on the 
left, colored to show which types of nodes they connect) with the matrix of functional 
connections (on the right, with grayscale coding of the correlation between temporal functional 
MRI signals from each pair of nodes).  The nodes are sorted by network, just as for the earlier 
matrix, but the diagonal runs the opposite way because this team put vision on the top rather than 
the bottom.  The matrix of physical connections strongly resembles the matrix of functional 
connections, confirming the accuracy of the functional analysis.  And both matrices have an 
overall structure strongly resembling the matrix from the study described above. 

Exploration and Exploitation 

Say you are learning to play tennis, and you’ve gotten past the beginner level and you are 
working on improving your strokes.  As we saw in the session on Learning and Memory, your 
continued improvement is the result of reinforcement learning.  When you make a better-than-
average shot the reward is greater than expected, this favorable reward prediction error turns on 
reinforcement of the stimulus-response associations that produced the good result, and you 
become more likely to hit the ball that way again when similar situations occur in the future.  
That’s great.  But reinforcement learning will never tell you that rather than continuing to polish 
your two-handed backhand, you would do better to start over with one hand. 

There is a tradition of cognitive neuroscientific research into this question, which is called the 
exploitation-exploration dilemma:  should you keep improving your current method or try to find 
a better one? 

Here I will report the results of one study  in this tradition, a study that was published a couple of 5

weeks before the course began.  The experimental subjects were, once again, epilepsy patients 
with electrodes implanted in their brains to determine the focus of seizures for surgical removal.  
While awaiting a seizure, they participated in an experiment with thousands of trials spread over 
two days.  [21]  On each trial, the subject saw four boxes on a screen.  A digit (one of three 
possible digits) appeared in each of the four boxes, the same digit in each box (the stimulus).  
The subject then pressed one of four buttons to indicate which of the four boxes they thought that 
digit belonged in (the response).  If they were right that box turned green, and if they were wrong 
it turned red (the feedback)—except that 10 percent of the time the feedback was wrong, and 
they saw red after a correct response and green after an incorrect one.  So the feedback was 
noisy, as in an uncertain environment (they had been told the feedback would be unreliable, but 
not the actual percentages).  It took several dozen trials for the subjects to learn the associations 
and get good at the task.  Then at some point after they had been through enough trials to get 

 Domenech, Philippe, et al. “Neural Mechanisms Resolving Exploitation-Exploration Dilemmas 5

in the Medial Prefrontal Cortex.” Science, vol. 369, no. 6507,  page 369, Aug. 28, 2020, and 
related online article.
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good, the assignment of digits to boxes changed, and their responses became systematically 
wrong  (they had also been told this would happen, but they didn’t know when).  It then took 
three to six trials for the subjects to become convinced that the assignments had changed and a 
new “episode” had begun.  [22]  At that point, the time it took them to respond increased 
markedly, and they started responding differently—more or less at random—until they began to 
pick up on the new pattern.  Their responses then gradually speeded up, and their correct 
responses gradually became more frequent, until the next episode arrived and the assignment of 
digits to boxes changed again.  Note that the decision—conscious or unconscious—to explore a 
new strategy occurred suddenly, from one trial to the next, and this switch in strategy did not (of 
course) occur when the relations of digits to boxes actually changed, but a handful of trials later. 

Workers in this research tradition have developed mathematical models of what might be going 
on during this process.  Without going into details, the models incorporate reinforcement 
learning during an episode between changes in the assignment of digits to boxes.  But they also 
include estimates of the reliability of the current understanding of those assignments and 
estimates of the chance that each of the three pairings is right.  Positive feedback raises those 
estimates, and negative feedback lowers them.  When a run of negative feedback lowers the 
estimate of the the reliability of the current understanding below a threshold, the model calls for 
the subject to switch to exploratory behavior and turn off reinforcement learning until they start 
to get good results again.  This model’s parameters were fitted to each experimental subject 
individually based on their responses, and with those parameter settings the models predicted the 
subjects’ responses extremely well.  This is evidence (not proof) that the model captures 
something of the actual cognitive processes going on in the subjects’ minds and brains. 

[23]  To see how well the model matched the subjects’ responses, consider this way of 
classifying each response to a digit:  it may be the correct response for the current arrangement 
of associations between the digits and the boxes; it may be a “perseverative” response that would 
have been correct in the previous episode but is now wrong; or it may be a response that is 
wrong and would have been wrong before, which they call an “ancillary” response for reasons 
that escape me.  The illustration shows the fraction of responses that were of each of these types, 
for the first 25 trials after a change in episode, averaged across episodes and subjects.  On the left 
are perseverative responses, on the right are correct responses, and on the bottom are ancillary 
responses (note the difference in scale).  Just after a new episode starts most responses are 
perseverative, since the subject hasn’t yet realized that the arrangements have changed.  When 
the subject figures out that the world has changed, the ancillary responses increase rapidly until 
the subject figures out where one digit goes, at least.  And then correct responses steadily 
increase until the next change in episode.  Each graph shows (a) the actual responses of the 
subjects, (b) the responses as predicted by the model, and (c) the responses that would be 
predicted by a model of reinforcement learning alone.  The model gets it right; reinforcement 
learning alone does not match the results. 

[24]  So the model may have something to tell us about the workings of the brain, but what?  
First, let’s look at where the electrodes were placed in the subjects’ brains.  Actually, there were 
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electrodes all over; those shown are the ones that produced measures that were relevant to this 
task.  They are placed in the prefrontal cortex, on its medial surface, not on the lateral surface 
that you usually see in pictures of the brain.  The electrodes were divided into two groups.  The 
dividing line was at the level of the genu (“knee”) of the the corpus callosum at its rostral end:  
electrodes below that level were called ventral and those above were called dorsal.  The analysis 
was conducted by combining the measures from all the electrodes in each of those two groups.  
What the electrodes measured was not the firing of individual neurons, but the millisecond-by-
millisecond variations in the electrical potential in the local neighborhood of the electrode, which 
is affected by the firing of many neurons in the neighborhood.  This pattern in the local field 
potential is like a soundwave, and like a soundwave it can be decomposed into bands of different 
frequencies.  What the researchers analyzed was the strength of each frequency band and how it 
varied over time. 

[25]  The first thing the researchers found concerned variations in the pattern of firing in the high 
gamma band—frequencies above 40 cycles per second—in the ventral medial prefrontal cortex.  
They examined this pattern averaged across all the thousands of trails that had been conducted, 
and found that power in this band was correlated with the value of one of the variables in their 
model.  That variable was reliability:  the degree to which the subject ought to have confidence 
in their idea about how to assign digits to boxes.  This value changed with every trial, when 
feedback was received:  when their choice was right, it went up, and when they were wrong it 
went down.  The correlation of high gamma power with reliability tracked those changes:  when 
the response was right, high gamma power went up; when the response was wrong, high gamma 
power went down.  (In the illustration, “prior” and “posterior” mean Bayesian prior and posterior 
probabilities, “actor” means the subject’s current concept of what the associations might be, and 
“reliability” means confidence.)  The ventral medial prefrontal cortex is signaling the reliability 
of the strategy that the subject is pursuing, as it evolves over time. 

[26]  What was going on in the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex is a bit more complicated.  First, 
recall the concept of reward prediction error from our first session on Learning and Memory.  
The midbrain dopamine system (ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra pars compacta) 
signals whether the results of an action or choice are better or worse than expected.  I mentioned 
that the amygdala contains neurons whose firing represents the size of this error, regardless of 
whether it is positive or negative.  The same thing is represented by the power in the high gamma 
band in the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex.  During a time window around a half second after 
feedback, this power is correlated with the unsigned (absolute) value of reward prediction error 
as calculated in the model (not as measured in the midbrain). 

[27]  This high gamma activity can be seen in heat maps of the power across all frequencies over 
time:  both positive and negative feedback are followed by moderately high power in the highest 
frequencies on the maps.  There is even greater power in the lower frequencies called the alpha 
band, at 8 to 12 cycles per second.  The article says that this frequency band is thought to inhibit 
“neural representations that are irrelevant to ongoing behavior” and thus to enable learning 
driven by the reward prediction error signals.  So lots of power in the alpha band corresponds to 
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the “exploitation” of the subjects’ current method of assigning digits to boxes and fine tuning it 
via reinforcement learning. 

[28]  Recall now that, when the assignment of digits to boxes was shuffled to start a new episode, 
it took a handful of trials for the subjects to catch on.  And they caught on suddenly; from one 
trial to the next, a handful of trials after the assignments changed, they stopped responding as 
they had been and started experimenting:  they stopped exploiting the strategy that had stopped 
working and started exploring to find a new strategy.  Before the switch about 90 percent of 
responses were correct according to the old regime (“perseverative”), and this pattern continued 
after the episode change up until the switch in strategies.  Within the first half dozen trials after 
the switch these perseverative responses dropped to only 10 percent.  And at the switch, 
“ancillary” responses, which are essentially random guesses, jumped from 10 percent to 35 
percent, then gradually decreased back to 10 percent as the subjects figured out the new 
associations and started responding correctly (not shown).  The mathematical model predicted 
these switches exquisitely, and a model of reinforcement learning alone did not. 

[29]  When the researchers compared the pattern of firings on switch trials with the pattern on 
neighboring stay trials (the two before the switch and the two after it), another significant finding 
emerged.  In the ventral medial prefrontal cortex, just before the feedback arrived that would 
trigger the switch, there was excess power in the band of 12 to 25 cycles per second (“beta”).  
They wrote, “This prefeedback effect is consistent with the documented role of beta-band 
activity in anticipating upcoming stimuli” and in “convey[ing] top-down, predictive neural 
processing.”  They interpreted it not as causing a switch (which occurred after the feedback), but 
rather as signaling that the estimated reliability of the current strategy had fallen so low that 
negative feedback would push it below threshold and thus result in a switch.   

[29 and 30]  The comparison of switch and stay trials was also significant in dorsal medial 
prefrontal cortex.  After the receipt of feedback triggering a switch in strategy, power in the range 
of 4 to 7 cycles per second (“theta”) decreased.  This decrease in power was interpreted as 
preventing the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex from inhibiting other alternatives and thus 
enabling learning driven by reward prediction error signals.  In the absence of such dorsal 
control, exploratory behavior could be initiated. 

How does this work relate to the work on cortical networks that we examined in the first part of 
this writeup?  The researchers do not connect their findings to the work on networks.  But the 
areas that they call dorsal medial prefrontal cortex appear to me to belong to the Fronto-Parietal 
Cognitive Control network discussed earlier, which would be consistent with these findings.  The 
ventral medial prefrontal electrodes seem to be placed in parcels belonging to the Default Mode 
Network; I don’t know how to interpret that fact. 

Choice and Decision Making 

Reward and punishment—pleasure and pain—affect the activity of neurons and circuits across 
much of the brain.  In the first session on Learning and Memory, we saw that the basal ganglia 
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used signals of reward prediction error from the midbrain to modulate skill development and 
habit formation (operant conditioning).  In the session on Perception and vision we learned that 
in the parietal lobe where the dorsal stream of visual processing meets the processing of 
somatosensation (touch), there is a small patch of cortex—the lateral intraparietal area—whose 
neurons are active when we prepare to shift our eyes to a particular location; that activity is also 
modulated by the size of the reward associated with the action.  And in the frontal lobe, the 
activity in circuits that prepare motor commands—in premotor, supplementary motor, and frontal 
eye fields—is modulated by reward-driven motivation. 

In the session on Emotion we encountered the concept of valence:  signals that indicate whether 
something is good or bad for us.  The amygdala, in the tip of the temporal lobe, associates this 
information with the things and places we encounter in the world (classical conditioning).  After 
being formed in the amygdala, these associations are stored in the prefrontal lobe:  the valence of 
things in the orbitofrontal cortex on the floor of the frontal lobe, over the eyes, and the valence of 
places in the adjacent cortex, around the corner on medial surface of the frontal lobe.  

Research on choice and decision making has focused on the orbitofrontal cortex.  The key role of 
the orbitofrontal cortex was discovered in patients with lesions to that area.  They exhibit a broad 
range of symptoms, including abnormal risk-seeking and gambling behavior, impulsivity, 
abnormal social behavior, altered personality, and even hyperorality and eating disorders.  
Recently, extensive experimental work has been conducted with monkeys (macaques), which is 
what is discussed below.  fMRI imaging of humans has produced findings consistent with the 
monkey-based research. 

Neuroscientists working on decision making have borrowed a key concept from economics:  the 
concept of value.  The core of the concept of value is the reward that is expected to be associated 
with a choice.  But value is not the same as reward.  For example, if two alternatives yield the 
same reward but one requires more effort to obtain it—pushing a lever more times, for example
—its value is reduced.  Other factors affecting value include the probability with which the 
reward will be received and the delay until it is received, as well as the state of the animal.  
Experimental monkeys, for example, are typically rewarded with drops of juice, and the 
experimenters deliver their total daily requirement of liquids during each day’s session, then 
deprived the monkeys of liquid until the next day so that they arrive at each session thirsty 
enough to work for juice rewards. 

Until recently, the connections identified by a number of laboratories between orbitofrontal 
activity, the values of alternatives, and the choices animals made were all correlational:  neural 
activity was found to vary with the type of reward, the amount, the cost, the probability, the 
delay, etc.  On November 2, however, the team of Camillo Padoa-Schioppa at Washington 
University in St. Louis published online an article establishing a causal relation between the 
neural activity and the decision made.  This section concerns the work that led up to and 
produced that finding. 
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[32]  A typical experiment works like this.   On each trial, a thirsty monkey fixates a point in the 6

center of the screen for a time to indicate that he is ready.  Then the screen shows two offers of 
juice, one to either side of the fixation point (which the monkey has to continue looking at, while 
he considers the offers in his peripheral vision).  Squares of different colors indicate offers of 
different liquids, for which the monkey has different preferences; monkeys prefer apple juice to 
peppermint tea, for example, and plain water over unsweetened Kool-Aid.  The number of 
squares of each color indicates the amount of liquid of that type, usually in drops.  When the 
fixation point disappears, the monkey is free to make his choice by moving his eyes to look the 
offer he prefers, which he then receives.   

While this is going on, electrodes measure the local field potential at various locations in the 
monkey’s orbitofrontal cortex.  Researchers analyze the recordings of these measurements to 
identify, buried in the waveform, the signals of action potentials in individual neurons in the 
local area. 

[33]  The pair of choices—the amount of each type of juice and the sides on which they appear—
vary with each trial.  By convention, the type of juice preferred by the monkey (all else being 
equal) is designated A, and the other juice B.  Despite this preference, the monkey will choose B 
if the amount offered is sufficiently greater than the amount of A.  In the case illustrated, the 
monkey always chose B when offered 10 times as much B as A, and almost always when offered 
6 times as much.  But when the amount of A was equal to or greater than B, the monkey always 
chose A.  (The two end points in the illustration are when the monkey was offered one type of 
juice or no juice at all, in which case he always chose the juice.)  By fitting a curve to the data 
one can determine the ratio of B to A which makes the monkey indifferent between them, in this 
case 4.1 times.  When offered 4 times as much B as A, the monkey chose B and A each about 
half the time. 

[34]  The researchers found three types of cells in orbitofrontal cortex.  One type is the “offer 
value cell”, whose firing rate responds to the value of the offer of one or the other type of juice 
(A or B).  The illustration shows a cell whose firing rate responds to the value of the offer of B-
type juice.  When the amount of B offered is insufficient, the cell fires less than10 time per 
second and the monkey choses A.  But as the amount of B offered increases, the cell’s firing rate 
goes up and the monkey selects B more often.  Other cells respond to the value of the A-type 
juice in a similar manner. 

[35]  A second type is the “chosen value cell”.  This type of cell responds to the value of the juice 
that is chosen by the monkey, regardless of whether it is type A or B.  When the ratio of juices 
offered is near the indifference point, these cells fire at a slower rate.  But as the relative amount 
of either offer increases, the cell fires more rapidly.  The cell responds to the value of whichever 
type of juice is chosen. 

 Padoa-Schioppa, Camillo. 2013. “Neuronal Origins of Choice Variability in Economic 6

Decisions.” Neuron 80 (5): 1322–36.
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[36]  The final type is the “chosen juice cell”, which responds to the type of juice chosen, but 
only when the monkey choses that type.  In the illustration, the cell fires at a rate of about 30 
times per second when it chooses juice A, and only about 10 times per second when it chooses 
juice B.  Other cells fire faster when B is chosen. 

(Department of full disclosure:  I have described these three cell types in terms of an increase in 
firing rates under certain circumstances.  About a third of the cells, however, had reversed 
responses:  their firing rates decreased, rather than increasing, when those conditions occurred.  
Go figure!) 

So the obvious question is:  how does the activity of these neurons give rise to the decision the 
monkey makes?  In particular, on offer types (ratio of amount of B to A) for which the monkey 
splits its decisions, sometimes choosing A and sometimes B, what accounts for the difference?  
One might think the difference would relate to random fluctuations in early activity of offer 
value cells, but that is not the case.  [37]  Looking only at offers with split decisions, the firing 
rate of offer value cells during trials in which the eventual decision was to choose the juice 
whose value the cell encoded was indistinguishable from their firing rate on trials when the other 
juice was chosen. 

[38]  On the other hand, the behavior of chosen juice cells did provide clues to how the decisions 
were made.  As in the analysis of chosen value cells, trials were grouped into those in which a 
cell’s preferred juice was actually chosen, vs. those on which the other juice was chosen.    On 
trials when the cell’s preferred juice ended up being chosen, the cell fired faster on “easy” offers
—offers that clearly favored that juice, so the monkey always chose it—than on the more 
difficult “split” decisions, which sometimes went the other way.  The opposite pattern was found 
on trials where the preferred juice was not chosen.  But the time course for these four categories 
of trials does not look like a “race to the threshold”, and these dynamics are unlikely to explain 
the decisions.  The real clue is in the period before the offer even appeared, when the monkey 
had no idea what was coming.  Before the offer, the firing rates on easy offers were 
indistinguishable between trials on which the cell’s preferred juice ended up being chosen and 
those on which the other juice was chosen.  But on the difficult, “split” trials, the cells that 
preferred the juice that was to be chosen were already firing faster than the cells preferring the 
other juice before the offer appeared (see “b1” in the illustration).  It is likely that the decisions 
on difficult decisions were affected by these differences in firing rates. 

Why would the chosen juice cells have been firing at different rates before the offer appeared?  
Part of the answer is a factor called hysteresis:  a chosen juice cell whose preferred juice has 
been chosen on one trial sometimes continues firing at a somewhat elevated rate until the next 
trial begins, and one whose preferred juice was not chosen may sometimes remain depressed.  
But hysteresis explains only part of the difference in firing rates.  It is possible that the rest of the 
difference, which nudges the decision one way or the other on close-call offers, may just be 
random.  (If that is what gives rise to free will, would free will be worth wanting?) 
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This, however, is speculation; and all the results described above are merely correlational.  To 
show that the orbitofrontal cortex has a causal relation to the choices the monkey makes, one 
would have to alter the firing of selected cells and observe corresponding changes in choice 
behavior of the monkey.  There are a couple of reasons why this has been difficult to do.  First, 
we don’t know whether the different types of cells described functionally—offer value, chosen 
value, and chosen juice cells—are the same or different morphologically; we can’t tell which 
physically identifiable cell types fire in the three functionally different ways (if indeed they are 
physically different).  Second, the orbitofrontal cortex does not have a columnar structure; cells 
with different juice preferences are intermingled, and so an electrode cannot be placed so as to 
affect only cells of one juice preference.  Such problems can be avoided in mice because we can 
genetically engineer strains of mouse to insert photoreceptors, for example, in only one type of 
cell, which can then be turned on and off with laser light instead of electrodes.  We can’t 
engineer monkeys like that because they take too long to mature, among other reasons. 

[39]  The solution to these problems arose from the discovery that cells responding to offer value 
adjust their responses in a manner called range adaptation.   Here’s how it works.  The cell has a 7

certain range of firing rates, typically from 5 to 35 action potentials per second.  If, over a 
sufficient length of time, the distribution of the values of the offers is stable (say the monkey gets 
either 3, 5, or 7 drops of juice) then the firing rate will adapt to that range of values.  The cell will 
fire about 5 times per second for 3 drops, about 20 time per second for 5 drops, and about 35 
times per second for 7 drops.  But if, over a sufficient length of time, the distribution of values is 
different (say 1, 5, or 9 drops), then the cells will adapt and fire about 5 times per second for 1 
drop, about 20 times per second for 5 drops, and about 35 times per second for 9 drops. 

[40 and 41]  With that background, here’s the key point.  If you inject a little current with an 
electrode near some offer value cells, it will increase their firing rates.  Say you increase the 
firing rate from 20 to 35 spikes per second.  For a cell adapted to a narrow range of offer values, 
this looks like an increase in the offer from 5 drops to 7 drops.  But for a cell adapted to a wider 
range of offer values, this looks like an increase from 5 drops to 9 drops.  Without the extra 
stimulation, the monkey sees both offers as worth 5 drops, and it chooses each offer half the 
time.  But with the stimulation, it sees offers of 7 and 9 drops, and it chooses the apparent 9 
drops more often than the apparent 7 drops.  Injecting a little bit of “juice” electrically shifts the 
monkeys juice preferences behaviorally.  The monkey’s choices are caused by neural activity in 
the orbitofrontal cortex.8

 Kobayashi, Shunsuke, Ofelia Pinto de Carvalho, and Wolfram Schultz. 2010. “Adaptation of 7

Reward Sensitivity in Orbitofrontal Neurons.” Journal of Neuroscience 30 (2): 534–44.

 Ballesta, Sébastien, Weikang Shi, Katherine E. Conen, and Camillo Padoa-Schioppa. 2020. 8

“Values Encoded in Orbitofrontal Cortex Are Causally Related to Economic Choices.” Nature, 
November, 1–4.
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To generate the complete parcellation of 180 areas and area 
 complexes in each hemisphere, we adopted a systematic, objective, and 
quantitative approach (see the gradient-based parcellation approach 
section in the Methods and in Supplementary Methods 5.1–5.3). Our 
major criteria, met in nearly all cases, included: (i) spatially overlapping 
gradient ‘ridges’ between each pair of areas for at least two  independent 
areal feature maps; (ii) similar gradient ridges present in roughly cor-
responding locations in both hemispheres; (iii) gradients that were not 
correlated with artefacts; and (iv) robust and statistically significant 
cross-border differences in the feature maps. Another consideration 
(but not a requirement) was whether published evidence exists for a 
boundary in an approximately corresponding location. Studies with 
publicly available parcellations registered onto atlas surfaces4 were 
directly compared with our data; however, most regions required 
indirect comparisons with published figures (for example, Fig. 1h). 

Initial areal boundaries meeting these criteria were delineated by two 
neuroanatomists (authors M.F.G. and D.C.V.E.).

In a second computational stage, the path of each manually drawn 
border was optimized algorithmically using gradients of the most 
informative feature maps selected by the neuroanatomists (those with 
visually obvious gradients and differences across the border). These 
feature maps were confirmed to have robust and statistically significant 
differences across the final border. The semi-automated gradient-based 
parcellation approach is further described in Supplementary Methods 
5.1–5.3), and the entire semi-automated process is illustrated for area 
V1 in Supplementary Neuroanatomical Results 1; other sections of this 
document describe and illustrate the information used to delineate and 
the literature used to name all 180 cortical areas.

Figure 3 shows the multi-modal cortical parcellation in the left 
and right hemispheres on inflated and flattened surfaces, with areal 

Figure 2 | Parcellation of exemplar area 55b using multi-modal 
information. The border of 55b is indicated by a white or black outline. 
a, Myelin map. b, Group average beta map from the LANGUAGE Story 
versus Baseline task contrast. c, d, Functional connectivity correlation 
maps from a seed in area PSL (white sphere, arrow) (c) and a seed in 
area LIPv (white sphere, arrow) (d). e, Gradient magnitude of the myelin 
map shown in a. f, Gradient magnitude of the LANGUAGE Story versus 

Baseline task contrast shown in b. g, Mean gradient magnitude of the 
functional connectivity dense connectome (see section on modalities for 
parcellation in the Methods). h, A dorsal schematic view of the prefrontal 
cortex as parcellated in ref. 22, in which shading indicates the amount 
of myelin found using histological stains of cortical grey matter. Data at 
http://balsa.wustl.edu/Qv4P.
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Figure 3 | The HCP’s multi-modal parcellation, version 1.0 (HCP_
MMP1.0). The 180 areas delineated and identified in both left and right 
hemispheres are displayed on inflated and flattened cortical surfaces. Black 
outlines indicate areal borders. Colours indicate the extent to which the 
areas are associated in the resting state with auditory (red), somatosensory 

(green), visual (blue), task positive (towards white), or task negative 
(towards black) groups of areas (see Supplementary Methods 5.4).  
The legend on the bottom right illustrates the 3D colour space used  
in the figure. Data at http://balsa.wustl.edu/WN56.
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suggests that the structural rich club overlaps with a single or a
small set of functional RSNs. Possible candidates include the de-
fault mode network or a small number of networks associated
with attention and cognitive control. An alternative hypothesis
suggests that the structural rich club intersects with the majority
of functional RSNs (or all of them), thus forming an anatomical
infrastructure for communication between RSNs, including
those engaged in sensorimotor and higher cognitive processing.

Here, combining high resolution structural diffusion
weighted imaging/tractography and resting-state functional
MRI, we show that the brain’s rich club cross-links all functional
RSNs in the human brain, supporting the hypothesis of the rich
club to form an anatomical substrate for integration of informa-
tion between segregated functional subsystems.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Seventy-five healthy volunteers (male/female: 43/32; age mean ! SD,
28.2 ! 8.0 years) participated in this study after written consent as ap-
proved by the medical ethics committee for research in humans of the
University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands. Partici-
pants underwent a 45 min scanning session on a 3 tesla medical scanner
(van den Heuvel et al., 2012). To assess the structural properties (i.e., rich
club organization) as well as functional dynamics (RSNs) of the brain’s
connectome, an anatomical scan (T1), two structural diffusion weighted
imaging (DWI) scans and a resting-state fMRI scan were acquired.

Figure 1 presents a schematic summary of the workflow of the
cross-modal structural–functional analysis. The acquisition and anal-
ysis procedures of both the structural and functional scans are de-

Figure 1. Cross-modal structural–functional analysis. To assess the structural properties (i.e., rich club organization) as well as functional dynamics (i.e., RSNs) of the brain’s connectome, a T1
anatomical scan (A), structural DWI (B), and resting-state fMRI were acquired (C). A, Cortical nodes. The cortical mantle was automatically segmented (i) into small parcels (1170) of approximately
equal size (Fischl et al., 2004), overlapping with macroscopic cortical regions (ii,iii). These cortical parcels formed the nodes of the structural network (iv). B, Structural connectivity. Structural
connectivity between brain regions was assessed using diffusion imaging (i), including the reconstruction of white matter tracts (ii), forming the connections of the network (iii,iv). C, Functional
connectivity. Resting-state time-series were preprocessed (i), and 11 RSNs were selected based on ICA decomposition (ii,iii), forming a functional partitioning of the nodes of the network (iv). D,
Cross-modal structural–functional integration. Functional RSNs defined a modular partition of the brain. Structural relations between these functional communities were analyzed by overlaying the
structural network of reconstructed white matter pathways onto the functional partition. E, Network analysis. Network analysis was used to examine the structure–function interaction, including
the examination of several cross-modal metrics of this interaction.

14490 • J. Neurosci., September 4, 2013 • 33(36):14489 –14500 van den Heuvel and Sporns • Structural-Functional Networks in Human Cortex
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To generate the complete parcellation of 180 areas and area 
 complexes in each hemisphere, we adopted a systematic, objective, and 
quantitative approach (see the gradient-based parcellation approach 
section in the Methods and in Supplementary Methods 5.1–5.3). Our 
major criteria, met in nearly all cases, included: (i) spatially overlapping 
gradient ‘ridges’ between each pair of areas for at least two  independent 
areal feature maps; (ii) similar gradient ridges present in roughly cor-
responding locations in both hemispheres; (iii) gradients that were not 
correlated with artefacts; and (iv) robust and statistically significant 
cross-border differences in the feature maps. Another consideration 
(but not a requirement) was whether published evidence exists for a 
boundary in an approximately corresponding location. Studies with 
publicly available parcellations registered onto atlas surfaces4 were 
directly compared with our data; however, most regions required 
indirect comparisons with published figures (for example, Fig. 1h). 

Initial areal boundaries meeting these criteria were delineated by two 
neuroanatomists (authors M.F.G. and D.C.V.E.).

In a second computational stage, the path of each manually drawn 
border was optimized algorithmically using gradients of the most 
informative feature maps selected by the neuroanatomists (those with 
visually obvious gradients and differences across the border). These 
feature maps were confirmed to have robust and statistically significant 
differences across the final border. The semi-automated gradient-based 
parcellation approach is further described in Supplementary Methods 
5.1–5.3), and the entire semi-automated process is illustrated for area 
V1 in Supplementary Neuroanatomical Results 1; other sections of this 
document describe and illustrate the information used to delineate and 
the literature used to name all 180 cortical areas.

Figure 3 shows the multi-modal cortical parcellation in the left 
and right hemispheres on inflated and flattened surfaces, with areal 

Figure 2 | Parcellation of exemplar area 55b using multi-modal 
information. The border of 55b is indicated by a white or black outline. 
a, Myelin map. b, Group average beta map from the LANGUAGE Story 
versus Baseline task contrast. c, d, Functional connectivity correlation 
maps from a seed in area PSL (white sphere, arrow) (c) and a seed in 
area LIPv (white sphere, arrow) (d). e, Gradient magnitude of the myelin 
map shown in a. f, Gradient magnitude of the LANGUAGE Story versus 

Baseline task contrast shown in b. g, Mean gradient magnitude of the 
functional connectivity dense connectome (see section on modalities for 
parcellation in the Methods). h, A dorsal schematic view of the prefrontal 
cortex as parcellated in ref. 22, in which shading indicates the amount 
of myelin found using histological stains of cortical grey matter. Data at 
http://balsa.wustl.edu/Qv4P.
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Figure 3 | The HCP’s multi-modal parcellation, version 1.0 (HCP_
MMP1.0). The 180 areas delineated and identified in both left and right 
hemispheres are displayed on inflated and flattened cortical surfaces. Black 
outlines indicate areal borders. Colours indicate the extent to which the 
areas are associated in the resting state with auditory (red), somatosensory 

(green), visual (blue), task positive (towards white), or task negative 
(towards black) groups of areas (see Supplementary Methods 5.4).  
The legend on the bottom right illustrates the 3D colour space used  
in the figure. Data at http://balsa.wustl.edu/WN56.

Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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To generate the complete parcellation of 180 areas and area 
 complexes in each hemisphere, we adopted a systematic, objective, and 
quantitative approach (see the gradient-based parcellation approach 
section in the Methods and in Supplementary Methods 5.1–5.3). Our 
major criteria, met in nearly all cases, included: (i) spatially overlapping 
gradient ‘ridges’ between each pair of areas for at least two  independent 
areal feature maps; (ii) similar gradient ridges present in roughly cor-
responding locations in both hemispheres; (iii) gradients that were not 
correlated with artefacts; and (iv) robust and statistically significant 
cross-border differences in the feature maps. Another consideration 
(but not a requirement) was whether published evidence exists for a 
boundary in an approximately corresponding location. Studies with 
publicly available parcellations registered onto atlas surfaces4 were 
directly compared with our data; however, most regions required 
indirect comparisons with published figures (for example, Fig. 1h). 

Initial areal boundaries meeting these criteria were delineated by two 
neuroanatomists (authors M.F.G. and D.C.V.E.).

In a second computational stage, the path of each manually drawn 
border was optimized algorithmically using gradients of the most 
informative feature maps selected by the neuroanatomists (those with 
visually obvious gradients and differences across the border). These 
feature maps were confirmed to have robust and statistically significant 
differences across the final border. The semi-automated gradient-based 
parcellation approach is further described in Supplementary Methods 
5.1–5.3), and the entire semi-automated process is illustrated for area 
V1 in Supplementary Neuroanatomical Results 1; other sections of this 
document describe and illustrate the information used to delineate and 
the literature used to name all 180 cortical areas.

Figure 3 shows the multi-modal cortical parcellation in the left 
and right hemispheres on inflated and flattened surfaces, with areal 

Figure 2 | Parcellation of exemplar area 55b using multi-modal 
information. The border of 55b is indicated by a white or black outline. 
a, Myelin map. b, Group average beta map from the LANGUAGE Story 
versus Baseline task contrast. c, d, Functional connectivity correlation 
maps from a seed in area PSL (white sphere, arrow) (c) and a seed in 
area LIPv (white sphere, arrow) (d). e, Gradient magnitude of the myelin 
map shown in a. f, Gradient magnitude of the LANGUAGE Story versus 

Baseline task contrast shown in b. g, Mean gradient magnitude of the 
functional connectivity dense connectome (see section on modalities for 
parcellation in the Methods). h, A dorsal schematic view of the prefrontal 
cortex as parcellated in ref. 22, in which shading indicates the amount 
of myelin found using histological stains of cortical grey matter. Data at 
http://balsa.wustl.edu/Qv4P.
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Figure 3 | The HCP’s multi-modal parcellation, version 1.0 (HCP_
MMP1.0). The 180 areas delineated and identified in both left and right 
hemispheres are displayed on inflated and flattened cortical surfaces. Black 
outlines indicate areal borders. Colours indicate the extent to which the 
areas are associated in the resting state with auditory (red), somatosensory 

(green), visual (blue), task positive (towards white), or task negative 
(towards black) groups of areas (see Supplementary Methods 5.4).  
The legend on the bottom right illustrates the 3D colour space used  
in the figure. Data at http://balsa.wustl.edu/WN56.
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).
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tribution of class differences that could occur by chance (i.e., when no
true difference would be present between the two original classes). This
yielded an empirical null distribution of effects under the null hypothesis.
A p value was then assigned to the original class difference by determining
the percentage of the computed null distribution that exceeded the em-
pirically obtained value.

Results
The integrative role of the brain’s rich club in cross-linking dif-
ferent functional subsystems was examined by testing the relation
between the brain’s rich club, as defined in structural space on the
basis of diffusion imaging data, and the set of functional networks
(i.e., RSNs), defined in functional space by means of RSN decom-
position of recordings of intrinsic brain activity.

Structural analysis: rich club
Consistent with previous reports (van den Heuvel and Sporns,
2011; van den Heuvel et al., 2012), the structural network of the
human cerebral cortex showed a rich club organization, for a
range of node degrees from k ! 7 to k ! 15, as reflected by a
"norm(k) #1 (p $ 0.001, 10,000 permutations). For all further
analysis, nodes were selected to be members of the rich club at a
level of k # 10 (van den Heuvel et al., 2012), comprising 17% of
the network nodes. Nonrich club nodes comprised the remaining
83%. Rich club nodes were found to be widely distributed across
the cortical surface (Fig. 2), including high degree regions in the
parietal, frontal, temporal, and occipital lobes. Of all network
connections, 13% linked pairs of rich club nodes (“rich club con-
nections”), 26% linked a rich club node to a nonrich club node

(“feeder connections”), and 61% linked nonrich club nodes to
each other (“local connections”). Rich club connections ac-
counted for 17% of all tractography streamlines (“network den-
sity”) and 27% of the network’s total connection cost (the
product of network density and the metric length of streamline
trajectories).

Functional analysis: RSNs
ICA analysis revealed 54 components, 13 of which were selected
as biological meaningful on the basis of their spatial overlap with
RSNs as reported in previous studies (Calhoun et al., 2001; Dam-
oiseaux et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009). Of the 13 components,
two both overlapped the motor network, with one component
including bilateral inferior regions of the precentral gyrus and
one component predominantly including bilateral superior re-
gions of the precentral gyrus. In addition, ICA revealed two over-
lapping components that both described the DMN (both ICA
maps included anterior and posterior parts of the DMN). For
further analysis, the superior and inferior motor components
were merged into one single RSN, and the two overlapping com-
ponents both describing the DMN were merged into one RSN.
This resulted in a total of 11 examined RSNs (Fig. 3), including a
primary visual, extrastriate visual, motor, somatosensory, and
auditory network, the DMN (associated with spontaneous cog-
nition) (Fox et al., 2005), two unilateral parietal–frontal networks
(often referred to as “executive-control” or “task-activation” net-
works and suggested to be engaged in attentional processing and
cognitive demanding tasks), the salience processing network (a

Figure 2. Structural rich club formation. a, Schematic illustration of the rich club and nonrich club nodes of the network and the three classes of connections (i.e., rich club, feeder, and local
connections). b, Network representation of the group-averaged structural brain network, with the “nodes” of the network expressing center-of-mass of the cortical regions and the “connections”
representing the reconstructed corticocortical white matter projections between these regions. Nodes are colored according to whether they participate in the rich club (blue nodes) or not (gray
nodes), similar to the color scheme used in a. Connections between the nodes are color coded according to their connection class, with rich club (red), feeder connections (orange), and local
connections (yellow). c, Projection of the structural rich club nodes on the cortical surface (map spatially smoothed for visualization).

Figure 3. RSNs. ICA decomposition of the voxelwise resting-state fMRI time series resulted in the extraction of 11 RSNs. Consistent with other reports, the functional networks comprised the
primary visual network (top row, from left to right), extrastriate visual, bilateral parietal, dorsal attention network, primary sensory, primary motor network, the right frontal parietal network, the
default mode network (bottom row, from left to right), the salience processing network, the left frontal parietal network, auditory network, and a frontal network.
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tribution of class differences that could occur by chance (i.e., when no
true difference would be present between the two original classes). This
yielded an empirical null distribution of effects under the null hypothesis.
A p value was then assigned to the original class difference by determining
the percentage of the computed null distribution that exceeded the em-
pirically obtained value.

Results
The integrative role of the brain’s rich club in cross-linking dif-
ferent functional subsystems was examined by testing the relation
between the brain’s rich club, as defined in structural space on the
basis of diffusion imaging data, and the set of functional networks
(i.e., RSNs), defined in functional space by means of RSN decom-
position of recordings of intrinsic brain activity.

Structural analysis: rich club
Consistent with previous reports (van den Heuvel and Sporns,
2011; van den Heuvel et al., 2012), the structural network of the
human cerebral cortex showed a rich club organization, for a
range of node degrees from k ! 7 to k ! 15, as reflected by a
"norm(k) #1 (p $ 0.001, 10,000 permutations). For all further
analysis, nodes were selected to be members of the rich club at a
level of k # 10 (van den Heuvel et al., 2012), comprising 17% of
the network nodes. Nonrich club nodes comprised the remaining
83%. Rich club nodes were found to be widely distributed across
the cortical surface (Fig. 2), including high degree regions in the
parietal, frontal, temporal, and occipital lobes. Of all network
connections, 13% linked pairs of rich club nodes (“rich club con-
nections”), 26% linked a rich club node to a nonrich club node

(“feeder connections”), and 61% linked nonrich club nodes to
each other (“local connections”). Rich club connections ac-
counted for 17% of all tractography streamlines (“network den-
sity”) and 27% of the network’s total connection cost (the
product of network density and the metric length of streamline
trajectories).

Functional analysis: RSNs
ICA analysis revealed 54 components, 13 of which were selected
as biological meaningful on the basis of their spatial overlap with
RSNs as reported in previous studies (Calhoun et al., 2001; Dam-
oiseaux et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009). Of the 13 components,
two both overlapped the motor network, with one component
including bilateral inferior regions of the precentral gyrus and
one component predominantly including bilateral superior re-
gions of the precentral gyrus. In addition, ICA revealed two over-
lapping components that both described the DMN (both ICA
maps included anterior and posterior parts of the DMN). For
further analysis, the superior and inferior motor components
were merged into one single RSN, and the two overlapping com-
ponents both describing the DMN were merged into one RSN.
This resulted in a total of 11 examined RSNs (Fig. 3), including a
primary visual, extrastriate visual, motor, somatosensory, and
auditory network, the DMN (associated with spontaneous cog-
nition) (Fox et al., 2005), two unilateral parietal–frontal networks
(often referred to as “executive-control” or “task-activation” net-
works and suggested to be engaged in attentional processing and
cognitive demanding tasks), the salience processing network (a

Figure 2. Structural rich club formation. a, Schematic illustration of the rich club and nonrich club nodes of the network and the three classes of connections (i.e., rich club, feeder, and local
connections). b, Network representation of the group-averaged structural brain network, with the “nodes” of the network expressing center-of-mass of the cortical regions and the “connections”
representing the reconstructed corticocortical white matter projections between these regions. Nodes are colored according to whether they participate in the rich club (blue nodes) or not (gray
nodes), similar to the color scheme used in a. Connections between the nodes are color coded according to their connection class, with rich club (red), feeder connections (orange), and local
connections (yellow). c, Projection of the structural rich club nodes on the cortical surface (map spatially smoothed for visualization).

Figure 3. RSNs. ICA decomposition of the voxelwise resting-state fMRI time series resulted in the extraction of 11 RSNs. Consistent with other reports, the functional networks comprised the
primary visual network (top row, from left to right), extrastriate visual, bilateral parietal, dorsal attention network, primary sensory, primary motor network, the right frontal parietal network, the
default mode network (bottom row, from left to right), the salience processing network, the left frontal parietal network, auditory network, and a frontal network.
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such as the motor, visual, and auditory networks (Figs. 4 and 5).
Second, consistent with this observation, rich club nodes were
found to be highly represented among the so-called connector
hubs of the network (Fig. 6a), a type of node that has been sug-
gested to be implicated in the integration of information across
different parts of the brain network (Sporns et al., 2007; Bullmore
and Sporns, 2009; Tomasi and Volkow, 2010; Zuo et al., 2011).
Third, structural rich club nodes were predominantly located
close to portions of the cortical surface where multiple RSNs
overlapped, suggesting a high involvement of rich club members
in the so-called functional “confluence zones” of the cerebral
cortex, corresponding to locations that are associated with mul-
tiple RSNs. Previous studies have indeed demonstrated that such
regions (e.g., portions of the medial parietal, superior frontal, and
superior parietal cortex) are highly heterogeneous, comprising a
large number of specialized areas that are involved in a wide
variety of brain functions (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006; Vogt et
al., 2006; Margulies et al., 2009; Leech et al., 2012). The hetero-
geneity of these regions (Fransson et al., 2011; Leech et al., 2012;
Spreng et al., 2013) further supports our hypothesis of the cortical
rich club, as a system, to involve a diverse set of functional net-
works and thus provide a key structural substrate for enabling the
integration of information between segregated functional net-
works (Crossley et al., 2013). Fourth, analysis of the topological
layout of the network’s structural connections and their relation-
ship to functional RSNs showed a disproportionally strong role of
rich club and feeder connections in inter-RSN connectivity, with
almost half of all structural inter-RSN connections found to be
rich club or feeder edges (Fig. 9) (de Reus and van den Heuvel,
2013b). This stands in sharp contrast to the class of intra-RSN

connections, which were found to be mainly dominated by local
connections (Fig. 9). And fifth, inter-RSN rich club and feeder
connections showed a strong involvement in shortest communi-
cation paths in the network, suggesting an important role for
these connections in global communication across the network.
Together, our findings support the notion of the rich club to
form, as a system, an anatomical substrate that promotes com-
munication and integration between segregated functional net-
works of the brain.

The notion of the rich club as a central integrator runs parallel
to theories of cognition and consciousness that propose the
existence of a distributed neural system as a basis for a “global
workspace,” a core system in which segregated functional
communities can share their information though means of neu-
ronal interactions (Baars, 1989; Dehaene et al., 1998; Dehaene
and Naccache, 2001). In concordance with the relations of the
cortical rich club and functional modules as put forward in this
paper, these theories hypothesize that the global workspace does
not coincide with a single anatomical or functional module in the
brain, but rather involves a widely distributed neural system of
long-distance anatomical projections. Our findings might sug-
gest that the rich club, characterized by a spatially distributed, yet
topologically central organization, is a neurobiological substrate
of such a global workspace, supporting the functional coupling
and global binding of neural information. With recent graph
theoretical advances allowing the study of fast temporal dynamics
of functional networks (Bassett et al., 2012; Handwerker et al.,
2012; Hutchison et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2012), it might be of
particular interest for future studies to examine the structural

Figure 8. Structural and functional connectivity matrices. Side-by-side plot of the group-averaged structural and functional connectivity matrix. Network nodes in both the structural (left) and
functional (right) matrix are arranged according to their “winner-take-all” assignment to each of the 11 functional RSNs. Existing entries within the matrix are marked by colored dots to allow the
comparison of structural and functional connections across matrices. Colored bars to the left and top of the matrices indicate RSN assignment (compare with Fig. 4). RSNs are ordered according to
their level of inter-RSN connectivity, with RSNs showing high levels of interconnectivity appearing closer to the center of the matrix. Left, Structural connections, color coded according to their
connection class. Right, Connection strengths of strong positive functional couplings between nodes of the network depicted in grayscale.
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threshold (l = 0.5), which led the model to
start exploring in the subsequent trials. Re-
aligning both the model’s and participants’
performances on switch trials rather than
episode onsets (Fig. 2B) shows that both the
model’s and participants’ responses were un-
affected by episode changes up to these switch
trials: Most responses remained perseverative
(~85%), whereas residual responses were ran-
domly distributed across ancillary and correct
responses (~10 and ~5%, respectively). By con-
trast, in trials immediately after switch trials,
both the model’s and participants’ persevera-
tive responses abruptly dropped off to ~40%,
whereas ancillary and correct responses abruptly
increased close to their chance level (~40 and
~20%, respectively) (Fig. 2B). This abrupt al-
gorithmic transition was also independently
observed in participants’ reaction times, which

suddenly increased by ~100 ms in the trials
immediately after switch trials (Fig. 2B)—an
effect that could neither be ascribed to in-
creases of response shifts after switch trials
(fig. S5) nor to the occurrence of unexpected
feedback (fig. S6). Thus, in switch trials, feed-
back induced participants to switch away from
their ongoing plan to explore new plans in the
next trials. In stay trials, by contrast, themodel
reveals that participants’ behavior instead de-
rived from RL processes—i.e., participants
stayed with the same actor plan that adapted
to external contingencies throughRLprocesses—
particularly when eventually returning from
exploration to exploitation. Overall, switch trials
occurred in the model contingent upon poste-
rior rather than prior actor reliability relative to
the actual feedback that participants observed.
Switch trials predicted that participants behav-

iorally switched into exploration in the trials
that immediately followed. Accordingly, par-
ticipants covertly switched into exploration
posterior to this feedback and before partic-
ipants’ responses that immediately followed.

Neural mechanisms inferring actor reliability

Using the standard time-frequency decompo-
sition (15), we investigatedwhether local neural
processing in the vmPFC and/or the dmPFC
probabilistically infers and tracks actor relia-
bility predicted by the model. We extracted
neural activity in the high-gamma frequency
band (50 to 150 Hz) reflecting local neuronal
spiking (16) at each time point within the trials
(Materials and methods). We entered this ac-
tivity into a single multiple regression analysis
performed over all trials that included model
variables as within-subject regressors, includ-
ing the following: (i) prior and posterior actor
reliability relative to feedback, orthogonalized
in that order so that the second regressor cap-
tures only reliability updates from feedback;
(ii) the same reliability regressors for alterna-
tive plans monitored along the actor according
to the model; and (iii) chosen values, i.e., the RL
value of chosen actions, which, as feedback were
binary, also measured positive feedback likeli-
hoods involved in computing posterior from
prior actor reliability. Additional regressorswere
included to remove potential confounding fac-
tors (Materials and methods).
vmPFC high-gamma activity linearly encoded

prior actor reliability along virtually the whole
trial epoch including intertrial intervals (Fig. 3).
Moreover, ~300msafter participants’ responses,
this activity further started encoding chosen
values linearly. This encoding gradually in-
creased up to feedback occurrences and then
decreased afterward, which indicates that the
vmPFC also anticipated when feedback oc-
curred. Finally, ~350ms after feedback occur-
rences, the activity further started encoding
posterior actor reliability linearly. We detected
no significant correlations with the reliability
of alternative strategies (fig. S7), confirming the
vmPFC specific role in monitoring the action
plandriving ongoingbehavior (6). In thedmPFC
by contrast, high-gamma activity was uncorre-
lated with any preceding regressors (Fig. 3 and
fig. S7). In both regions, finally, we found no
significant correlations with neural activity in
other frequency bands.

vmPFC and the prospect of exploration

To understand how monitoring of actor re-
liability leads to switch from exploitation to
exploration, we compared neural activity locked
on feedback onset between switch and stay
trials. In the vmPFC, switch compared with
neighboring stay trials elicited only a significant
increase of neural activity in beta-band frequen-
cies (13 to 30 Hz), which started at ~350 ms,
peaked ~70 ms before feedback onset, and
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Fig. 1. Experimental protocol. (A) Localization of transverse electrodes within the medial PFC across
participants, reconstructed on a canonical T1-weighted sagittal MRI brain slice [Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) coordinate: x = !10]. Subgenual (yellow) and dorsogenual (blue) electrodes were ascribed to
the vmPFC and dmPFC, respectively. The vmPFC and dmPFC comprised N = 13 and N = 12 electrode
contacts, respectively. See fig. S1 for exact localizations in every participant. (B) Behavioral protocol. Trials
started with the display of one out of three possible stimuli (digits; duration: 800 ms). Participants responded
by pressing one out of four response buttons. Participants then received a positive or negative feedback
(digits turned green or red, respectively; duration: 800 ms), depending on the current correct digit-button
combination. Stimuli-feedback asynchrony was jittered (range: 400 ms). (C) Episode structure of the
behavioral protocol. Current correct digit-button combinations episodically changed after an unpredictable
number of trials, thereby defining successive latent episodes. There were no overlaps in digit-button
associations (Si!Aj) between two successive episodes.
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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threshold (l = 0.5), which led the model to
start exploring in the subsequent trials. Re-
aligning both the model’s and participants’
performances on switch trials rather than
episode onsets (Fig. 2B) shows that both the
model’s and participants’ responses were un-
affected by episode changes up to these switch
trials: Most responses remained perseverative
(~85%), whereas residual responses were ran-
domly distributed across ancillary and correct
responses (~10 and ~5%, respectively). By con-
trast, in trials immediately after switch trials,
both the model’s and participants’ persevera-
tive responses abruptly dropped off to ~40%,
whereas ancillary and correct responses abruptly
increased close to their chance level (~40 and
~20%, respectively) (Fig. 2B). This abrupt al-
gorithmic transition was also independently
observed in participants’ reaction times, which

suddenly increased by ~100 ms in the trials
immediately after switch trials (Fig. 2B)—an
effect that could neither be ascribed to in-
creases of response shifts after switch trials
(fig. S5) nor to the occurrence of unexpected
feedback (fig. S6). Thus, in switch trials, feed-
back induced participants to switch away from
their ongoing plan to explore new plans in the
next trials. In stay trials, by contrast, themodel
reveals that participants’ behavior instead de-
rived from RL processes—i.e., participants
stayed with the same actor plan that adapted
to external contingencies throughRLprocesses—
particularly when eventually returning from
exploration to exploitation. Overall, switch trials
occurred in the model contingent upon poste-
rior rather than prior actor reliability relative to
the actual feedback that participants observed.
Switch trials predicted that participants behav-

iorally switched into exploration in the trials
that immediately followed. Accordingly, par-
ticipants covertly switched into exploration
posterior to this feedback and before partic-
ipants’ responses that immediately followed.

Neural mechanisms inferring actor reliability

Using the standard time-frequency decompo-
sition (15), we investigatedwhether local neural
processing in the vmPFC and/or the dmPFC
probabilistically infers and tracks actor relia-
bility predicted by the model. We extracted
neural activity in the high-gamma frequency
band (50 to 150 Hz) reflecting local neuronal
spiking (16) at each time point within the trials
(Materials and methods). We entered this ac-
tivity into a single multiple regression analysis
performed over all trials that included model
variables as within-subject regressors, includ-
ing the following: (i) prior and posterior actor
reliability relative to feedback, orthogonalized
in that order so that the second regressor cap-
tures only reliability updates from feedback;
(ii) the same reliability regressors for alterna-
tive plans monitored along the actor according
to the model; and (iii) chosen values, i.e., the RL
value of chosen actions, which, as feedback were
binary, also measured positive feedback likeli-
hoods involved in computing posterior from
prior actor reliability. Additional regressorswere
included to remove potential confounding fac-
tors (Materials and methods).
vmPFC high-gamma activity linearly encoded

prior actor reliability along virtually the whole
trial epoch including intertrial intervals (Fig. 3).
Moreover, ~300msafter participants’ responses,
this activity further started encoding chosen
values linearly. This encoding gradually in-
creased up to feedback occurrences and then
decreased afterward, which indicates that the
vmPFC also anticipated when feedback oc-
curred. Finally, ~350ms after feedback occur-
rences, the activity further started encoding
posterior actor reliability linearly. We detected
no significant correlations with the reliability
of alternative strategies (fig. S7), confirming the
vmPFC specific role in monitoring the action
plandriving ongoingbehavior (6). In thedmPFC
by contrast, high-gamma activity was uncorre-
lated with any preceding regressors (Fig. 3 and
fig. S7). In both regions, finally, we found no
significant correlations with neural activity in
other frequency bands.

vmPFC and the prospect of exploration

To understand how monitoring of actor re-
liability leads to switch from exploitation to
exploration, we compared neural activity locked
on feedback onset between switch and stay
trials. In the vmPFC, switch compared with
neighboring stay trials elicited only a significant
increase of neural activity in beta-band frequen-
cies (13 to 30 Hz), which started at ~350 ms,
peaked ~70 ms before feedback onset, and
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Fig. 1. Experimental protocol. (A) Localization of transverse electrodes within the medial PFC across
participants, reconstructed on a canonical T1-weighted sagittal MRI brain slice [Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) coordinate: x = !10]. Subgenual (yellow) and dorsogenual (blue) electrodes were ascribed to
the vmPFC and dmPFC, respectively. The vmPFC and dmPFC comprised N = 13 and N = 12 electrode
contacts, respectively. See fig. S1 for exact localizations in every participant. (B) Behavioral protocol. Trials
started with the display of one out of three possible stimuli (digits; duration: 800 ms). Participants responded
by pressing one out of four response buttons. Participants then received a positive or negative feedback
(digits turned green or red, respectively; duration: 800 ms), depending on the current correct digit-button
combination. Stimuli-feedback asynchrony was jittered (range: 400 ms). (C) Episode structure of the
behavioral protocol. Current correct digit-button combinations episodically changed after an unpredictable
number of trials, thereby defining successive latent episodes. There were no overlaps in digit-button
associations (Si!Aj) between two successive episodes.
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in the dmPFC was functionally connected with
the prefeedback encoding of chosen values that
we observed in the vmPFC (see the Psycho-
physiological interactions section in the Mate-
rials andmethods; Fig. 7). vmPFC prefeedback
and dmPFC postfeedback high-gamma activ-
ities were indeed correlated, and this cross-
temporal correlation increased with chosen
values (Fig. 7). This indicates that the chosen
value representation in the vmPFC is trans-
mitted to the dmPFC to subserve RPE com-
putations. Consistently, the cross-temporal
correlation further decreased when unsigned
RPEs increased [i.e., decreased with the dis-
crepancy between expected feedbacks (chosen
values) encoded in the vmPFC and actual feed-
backs processed in the dmPFC] (Fig. 7). By
contrast, the cross-temporal correlation was
unrelated to actor reliability (Fig. 7), which is
in agreement with the absence of any dmPFC
activity related to action plan reliability (Fig. 3
and fig. S7).

In switch trials, this cascade of dmPFC
responses to feedback was disrupted. First,
dmPFC theta-band activity in switch compared
with stay trials decreased from feedback onset;
second, the dmPFC alpha-band activity was
notably reduced and rapidly vanished ~250 ms
later (Fig. 6, A and B); third, this suppression
was accompanied by a drop-off of dmPFC high-
gamma activity observed in stay trials from
~200 to ~600ms after feedback onset, which
further ceased coding for any RPEs (Fig. 6, A
and D). Thus, the dmPFC processed feedback
in switch trials unlike learning signals, with the
alpha-band response suppression presumably
releasing the inhibition bearing upon neural
representations that are irrelevant to the on-
going actor plan and preventing RL processes
from adjusting this action plan. The dmPFC thus
appears to process feedback in switch trials as
favoring the covert emergence of neural repre-
sentations forming new action plans to explore
from ~250 ms after feedback onset.

Resolving exploitation-exploration dilemmas
through predictive coding
vmPFC neural activity in gamma-band fre-
quencies infers and tracks the reliability of the
ongoing action plan according to action out-
comes. After the action, it proactively flags
(through beta-band frequencies) upcoming
outcomes as either learning signals to better
exploit this plan or potential triggers to ex-
plore new ones. According to this functional
construct, dmPFC activity in theta-band fre-
quencies appears to reflect the dmPFC con-
figuration to respond to action outcomes. The
dmPFC response to outcomes that are flagged
as actual triggers then appears to realize the
switch into exploration through the suppres-
sion of neural activity in alpha-band frequencies.
This favors the emergence of neural representa-
tions that form new action plans and, through
inhibiting dmPFC high-gamma activity–scaling
RL processes, prevents the ongoing plan from
adjusting through RL. Thus, the medial PFC
resolves exploitation-exploration dilemmas
through a top-down, predictive coding process
from the vmPFC to the dmPFC. This predictive
coding process has the advantage of speeding
up the abandonment of the ongoing action
plan and preventing action outcomes that trig-
ger exploration from inappropriately acting as
learning signals.
Predictive coding, which was originally de-

veloped to describe perceptual cortical processes
(9–11, 35), may also play a role in prefrontal ex-
ecutive processes. In perceptual predictive
coding, observers’ prior beliefs about a scene
alter how they perceive the scene. Our find-
ings suggest that within the prefrontal exec-
utive system, predictive coding proactively
alters the functional signification of behav-
ioral events according to the agents’ beliefs
about their own behavior.

Materials and methods
Participants

Six patients with drug-resistant focal epilepsy
(one female; age range: 25 to 49 years old;
see table S1) from theDepartment of Functional
Neurology and Epileptology at University Hos-
pital of Lyon participated in the present study.
The participants belonged to a group of pa-
tients, which were stereotactically implanted
with intracranial EEG depth electrodes to
locate epileptic foci because noninvasive meth-
ods were unsuccessful (13, 36). Implantation
siteswere selected according to clinical require-
ments, independent of the present study. We
recruited the patientswith at least one electrode
implanted in the vmPFC and who were even-
tually diagnosed with temporal lobe (n = 5) or
parietal lobe (n = 1) epilepsy with no electro-
physiological impacts observed in the PFC. The
study (DSI-SEEG protocol, NCT02869698) was
approved by the Institutional Review Board
(ANSMno.2009-A00239-48)andNationalFrench
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Fig. 3. Neural encoding of model variables in the medial PFC. (A) Time courses of partial correlation
coefficients (betas) at each time point within trials between high-gamma neural activity (local field potentials
>40 Hz), averaged over electrode contacts within the dmPFC and vmPFC and model variables (prior and
posterior actor reliability, chosen values) derived from multiple regression analyses across all trials. Time
courses are locked on stimulus onsets (left), participants’ responses (middle), and feedback onset (right).
Red vertical dashed lines show the average onsets of trial events. Shaded areas represent SEMs across
contacts. Thick horizontal colored bars indicate statistical significance at P < 0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons at cluster level. The dmPFC exhibited no significant correlations. Resp, response; Stim, stimulus;
FB, feedback. (B) vmPFC high-gamma activities (Z-scored for each electrode contact across trials before
averaging) averaged over specific time windows [dashed boxes in (A)] and plotted against prior actor
reliability (left), chosen values (middle), and posterior actor reliability (right). Error bars are SEMs across
electrode contacts. Linear regression coefficients, r, are shown with P values. See fig. S2 for data from one
vmPFC individual contact.
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in the dmPFC was functionally connected with
the prefeedback encoding of chosen values that
we observed in the vmPFC (see the Psycho-
physiological interactions section in the Mate-
rials andmethods; Fig. 7). vmPFC prefeedback
and dmPFC postfeedback high-gamma activ-
ities were indeed correlated, and this cross-
temporal correlation increased with chosen
values (Fig. 7). This indicates that the chosen
value representation in the vmPFC is trans-
mitted to the dmPFC to subserve RPE com-
putations. Consistently, the cross-temporal
correlation further decreased when unsigned
RPEs increased [i.e., decreased with the dis-
crepancy between expected feedbacks (chosen
values) encoded in the vmPFC and actual feed-
backs processed in the dmPFC] (Fig. 7). By
contrast, the cross-temporal correlation was
unrelated to actor reliability (Fig. 7), which is
in agreement with the absence of any dmPFC
activity related to action plan reliability (Fig. 3
and fig. S7).

In switch trials, this cascade of dmPFC
responses to feedback was disrupted. First,
dmPFC theta-band activity in switch compared
with stay trials decreased from feedback onset;
second, the dmPFC alpha-band activity was
notably reduced and rapidly vanished ~250 ms
later (Fig. 6, A and B); third, this suppression
was accompanied by a drop-off of dmPFC high-
gamma activity observed in stay trials from
~200 to ~600ms after feedback onset, which
further ceased coding for any RPEs (Fig. 6, A
and D). Thus, the dmPFC processed feedback
in switch trials unlike learning signals, with the
alpha-band response suppression presumably
releasing the inhibition bearing upon neural
representations that are irrelevant to the on-
going actor plan and preventing RL processes
from adjusting this action plan. The dmPFC thus
appears to process feedback in switch trials as
favoring the covert emergence of neural repre-
sentations forming new action plans to explore
from ~250 ms after feedback onset.

Resolving exploitation-exploration dilemmas
through predictive coding
vmPFC neural activity in gamma-band fre-
quencies infers and tracks the reliability of the
ongoing action plan according to action out-
comes. After the action, it proactively flags
(through beta-band frequencies) upcoming
outcomes as either learning signals to better
exploit this plan or potential triggers to ex-
plore new ones. According to this functional
construct, dmPFC activity in theta-band fre-
quencies appears to reflect the dmPFC con-
figuration to respond to action outcomes. The
dmPFC response to outcomes that are flagged
as actual triggers then appears to realize the
switch into exploration through the suppres-
sion of neural activity in alpha-band frequencies.
This favors the emergence of neural representa-
tions that form new action plans and, through
inhibiting dmPFC high-gamma activity–scaling
RL processes, prevents the ongoing plan from
adjusting through RL. Thus, the medial PFC
resolves exploitation-exploration dilemmas
through a top-down, predictive coding process
from the vmPFC to the dmPFC. This predictive
coding process has the advantage of speeding
up the abandonment of the ongoing action
plan and preventing action outcomes that trig-
ger exploration from inappropriately acting as
learning signals.
Predictive coding, which was originally de-

veloped to describe perceptual cortical processes
(9–11, 35), may also play a role in prefrontal ex-
ecutive processes. In perceptual predictive
coding, observers’ prior beliefs about a scene
alter how they perceive the scene. Our find-
ings suggest that within the prefrontal exec-
utive system, predictive coding proactively
alters the functional signification of behav-
ioral events according to the agents’ beliefs
about their own behavior.

Materials and methods
Participants

Six patients with drug-resistant focal epilepsy
(one female; age range: 25 to 49 years old;
see table S1) from theDepartment of Functional
Neurology and Epileptology at University Hos-
pital of Lyon participated in the present study.
The participants belonged to a group of pa-
tients, which were stereotactically implanted
with intracranial EEG depth electrodes to
locate epileptic foci because noninvasive meth-
ods were unsuccessful (13, 36). Implantation
siteswere selected according to clinical require-
ments, independent of the present study. We
recruited the patientswith at least one electrode
implanted in the vmPFC and who were even-
tually diagnosed with temporal lobe (n = 5) or
parietal lobe (n = 1) epilepsy with no electro-
physiological impacts observed in the PFC. The
study (DSI-SEEG protocol, NCT02869698) was
approved by the Institutional Review Board
(ANSMno.2009-A00239-48)andNationalFrench
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Fig. 3. Neural encoding of model variables in the medial PFC. (A) Time courses of partial correlation
coefficients (betas) at each time point within trials between high-gamma neural activity (local field potentials
>40 Hz), averaged over electrode contacts within the dmPFC and vmPFC and model variables (prior and
posterior actor reliability, chosen values) derived from multiple regression analyses across all trials. Time
courses are locked on stimulus onsets (left), participants’ responses (middle), and feedback onset (right).
Red vertical dashed lines show the average onsets of trial events. Shaded areas represent SEMs across
contacts. Thick horizontal colored bars indicate statistical significance at P < 0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons at cluster level. The dmPFC exhibited no significant correlations. Resp, response; Stim, stimulus;
FB, feedback. (B) vmPFC high-gamma activities (Z-scored for each electrode contact across trials before
averaging) averaged over specific time windows [dashed boxes in (A)] and plotted against prior actor
reliability (left), chosen values (middle), and posterior actor reliability (right). Error bars are SEMs across
electrode contacts. Linear regression coefficients, r, are shown with P values. See fig. S2 for data from one
vmPFC individual contact.
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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vanished ~150 ms after feedback onset (Fig. 4A).
This prefeedback effect is consistent with the
documented role of beta-band activity in anti-
cipating upcoming stimuli (17–19). The effect
abruptly appeared in switch trials and was
neither present in previous and subsequent
neighboring trials (Fig. 4B) nor in stay trials
that lead to either negative or positive feedback
(Fig. 5). Thus, the effect was unlikely to reflect
differences in reward or feedback expectations
between stay and switch trials: In switch and
immediately preceding stay trials, positive feed-
backs were equally frequent and chosen values
(or feedback likelihoods) were virtually identi-
cal (Fig. 4D). The effect was also unlikely to re-
flect actor reliability, which gradually decreased,
whereas beta-band activity remained constant
along stay trials preceding switch trials (Fig.
4D). We also dismissed the possibility that this
prefeedback effect reflects the commitment to
switch into exploration. The analysis of behav-
ioral performances reported above indicates
that participants covertly switched into explora-
tion contingent upon and, consequently, poste-
rior to these feedbacks. However, this analysis

indicates that in switch compared with stay
trials, the following prefeedback event occurred:
Prior actor reliability monitored in the vmPFC
(see Fig. 3) approached the 0.5 reliability thresh-
old closely enough that upcoming feedback
could cause posterior actor reliability to cross
the threshold and trigger exploration. We there-
fore concluded that the prefeedback effect
observed in the vmPFC reflects this event—
namely, the sudden possibility that upcoming
feedback may cause posterior actor reliability
to cross the threshold or, equivalently, the fact
that prior actor reliability is close enough to
the threshold. Accordingly, the vmPFC appears
to evaluate actor reliability relative to the thresh-
old before feedback occurrences. This prospec-
tively flags upcoming feedback in switch trials as
potential triggers committing to exploration
rather than as regular learning signals serving
to adjust the ongoing actor plan.

dmPFC responses to exploration triggers
versus learning signals

In the dmPFC, by contrast, switch compared
with neighboring stay trials exhibited a signif-

icant differential neural activity only after feed-
back onset. The activity started at feedback
onset and lasted up to ~200ms after feedback
offset (i.e., lasting ~1000 ms). This postfeed-
back effect occurred in theta-band frequencies
(4 to 8Hz) and slightly extended to alpha-band
frequencies (8 to 12 Hz) (Fig. 4C). Although
this postfeedback activity remained unchanged
in stay trials preceding and after switch trials,
it abruptly decreased in switch trials (Fig. 4B)
(20, 21). For the same reasons as above, this
abrupt postfeedback effect could neither be
ascribed to any variations in reward-feedback
expectations or in actor reliability across stay
and switch trials (Fig. 4D) nor to differences
in reward prediction errors (RPEs), because
these errors were virtually identical in switch
and immediately preceding stay trials (Fig.
4D). Moreover, actor reliability was unrelated
to dmPFC neural activity and was updated in
the vmPFC only ~350ms after feedback onset.
Consequently, the effect emerging at feedback
onset was unlikely to reflect a bottom-up, re-
active process comparing posterior actor reli-
ability with the 0.5 reliability threshold and
leading to the decision to explore in switch
trials. However, when this dmPFC postfeed-
back effect emerged at feedback onset, the
vmPFC prefeedback effect started declining.
This suggests that the vmPFC proactively con-
figured the dmPFC to process feedback differ-
ently in stay and switch trials—i.e., as learning
signals versus exploration triggers, respectively.
Consistent with this interpretation, the vmPFC
prefeedback effect arose in beta-band frequen-
cies known to convey top-down, predictive
neural processing (22–24), whereas the dmPFC
postfeedback effect arose in theta-band fre-
quencies considered as reflecting the configu-
ration of PFC neural networks underpinning
behavioral control (25–28).
In stay trials, dmPFC neural responses to

positive and negative feedback exhibited a
single common feature starting at feedback
onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
alpha-band frequencies that vanished ~600ms
later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
Consistently, dmPFC neural responses to posi-
tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
feedback onset, which corresponded to the
signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
with unsigned RPEs (i.e., the discrepancy be-
tween chosen values and actual feedback) (34)
(Fig. 6, A, C, and D). Thus, dmPFC neuronal
responses to feedback in stay trials transiently
encoded unsigned RPEs scaling RL processes.
As expected, this postfeedback RPE encoding
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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onset—namely, a strong increased activity in
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later (Fig. 6A). dmPFC-centered alpha-band
activities are thought to drive the inhibition
of neural representations that are irrelevant
to ongoing behavior (29–33), thereby favoring
the maintenance of the ongoing actor plan
and its adjustment in response to feedback.
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tive and negative feedback exhibited a second
common feature from ~200 to ~600 ms after
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signature of RL processes—namely, a strong
increase of high-gamma activity that correlated
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Fig. 2. Behavioral performances. (A) Proportion of correct, ancillary, and perseverative responses
(summing up to 1) from participants and the model, according to the number of trials after episode onsets
(i.e., combination changes). Ancillary and perseverative responses are both incorrect, but perseverative
responses further correspond to correct responses in the preceding episode. Both the model and participants
adapted much faster to combination changes than a Rescorla and Wagner’s RL model that was fitted on
participants’ data (orange). (B) Participants’ responses and model predictions (top) along with participants’
reaction times (bottom) realigned on switch trials occurring in the model rather than on episode onsets.
Orange lines show RL predictions. All model predictions are computed in every trial given participants’
responses in previous trials. Error bars represent SEMs across participants. See Materials and methods for
modeling details and tables S2 and S3 for model parameters.
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science ethic committee (CPP 09-CHUG-12,
no. 0907). All participants volunteered to par-
ticipate and provided written informed con-
sent before participation.

Intracranial electroencephalography

We collected intracranial electroencephalog-
raphy (iEEG) recordings from the six patients.
They were chronically implanted with 12 to 15
stereotacticmultilead depth electrodes for 2 to

3 weeks. These semirigid electrodes (DIXI
Medical Instrument) have a diameter of 0.8mm
and, depending on the target structure, con-
sisted of 5 to 15 linearly arranged contact leads
(2 mm wide), with a 1.5-mm gap between two
consecutive leads. Overall, we recorded from
929 contacts distributed across 81 depth elec-
trodes, among which 21 depth electrodes (185
contacts) were located in the PFC. All these
electrodes were implanted orthogonal to the

interhemispheric plane with the deepest con-
tacts located in the medial PFC. Over the six
patients, 13 electrode contacts were localized
in the vmPFC and 12 in the dmPFC (see Fig. 1A
and fig. S1). T1-weighted anatomical magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) [three-dimensional
gradient-recalled echo (3D GRE); resolution,
1 mm3; matrix size, 256 voxels by 256 voxels]
were acquired before and after surgery. Exact
contact locations were manually determined
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Fig. 4. Medial PFC neural activity associated with switch compared with stay trial feedback. (A and
C) Time-frequency analyses (T-value maps) of neural local field potentials in switch compared with
neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials relative to switch trials) locked on feedback and averaged over
vmPFC (A) and dmPFC (C) electrode contacts. Power increases (positive T values) and decreases (negative
T values) are shown in red and blue, respectively. T-value maps are thresholded at P < 0.05, corrected
for multiple comparisons (cluster-level, family-wise error corrections). Black contours delimit statistical
thresholds from P < 0.05 to P < 5.0 ! 10!6. Vertical shaded areas indicate onset windows of stimuli from the
next trial. See fig. S3 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Power amplitudes in switch and neighboring stay trials
averaged over the vmPFC beta-band and dmPFC theta-band clusters shown in (A) and (C), respectively.
Power amplitudes were Z-scored in each electrode contact before averaging. Error bars are SEMs over trials.
(D) Signed prediction errors, chosen values, proportion of positive feedback (FB+), and prior actor reliability
in switch and neighboring stay trials. In switch trials, posterior actor reliability dropped below the 0.5
reliability threshold (blue cross), and a new actor is formed to guide exploration in subsequent trials. Error
bars are SEMs over participants.

Fig. 5. vmPFC neural activity associated with
response feedback. Time-frequency analyses
(T-value maps) of vmPFC local field potentials
relative to trial grand averages (from !2 s to +5 s
relative to stimulus onsets), averaged across
electrode contacts and locked on feedback onset in
stay (top: positive feedback; middle: negative
feedback) and switch (bottom) trials. Switch trials
comprised 10% positive and 90% negative
feedback. Maps are thresholded at P < 0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise,
family-wise error corrections). Increases (positive
T values) and decreases (negative T values) are
shown in red and blue, respectively. Black contours
delimit statistical thresholds from P < 0.05 to
P < 0.000005. Vertical shaded areas indicate
onset windows of stimuli from the next trial. See
fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps.
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C) Time-frequency analyses (T-value maps) of neural local field potentials in switch compared with
neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials relative to switch trials) locked on feedback and averaged over
vmPFC (A) and dmPFC (C) electrode contacts. Power increases (positive T values) and decreases (negative
T values) are shown in red and blue, respectively. T-value maps are thresholded at P < 0.05, corrected
for multiple comparisons (cluster-level, family-wise error corrections). Black contours delimit statistical
thresholds from P < 0.05 to P < 5.0 ! 10!6. Vertical shaded areas indicate onset windows of stimuli from the
next trial. See fig. S3 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Power amplitudes in switch and neighboring stay trials
averaged over the vmPFC beta-band and dmPFC theta-band clusters shown in (A) and (C), respectively.
Power amplitudes were Z-scored in each electrode contact before averaging. Error bars are SEMs over trials.
(D) Signed prediction errors, chosen values, proportion of positive feedback (FB+), and prior actor reliability
in switch and neighboring stay trials. In switch trials, posterior actor reliability dropped below the 0.5
reliability threshold (blue cross), and a new actor is formed to guide exploration in subsequent trials. Error
bars are SEMs over participants.

Fig. 5. vmPFC neural activity associated with
response feedback. Time-frequency analyses
(T-value maps) of vmPFC local field potentials
relative to trial grand averages (from !2 s to +5 s
relative to stimulus onsets), averaged across
electrode contacts and locked on feedback onset in
stay (top: positive feedback; middle: negative
feedback) and switch (bottom) trials. Switch trials
comprised 10% positive and 90% negative
feedback. Maps are thresholded at P < 0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise,
family-wise error corrections). Increases (positive
T values) and decreases (negative T values) are
shown in red and blue, respectively. Black contours
delimit statistical thresholds from P < 0.05 to
P < 0.000005. Vertical shaded areas indicate
onset windows of stimuli from the next trial. See
fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps.
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raphy (iEEG) recordings from the six patients.
They were chronically implanted with 12 to 15
stereotacticmultilead depth electrodes for 2 to

3 weeks. These semirigid electrodes (DIXI
Medical Instrument) have a diameter of 0.8mm
and, depending on the target structure, con-
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resonance imaging (MRI) [three-dimensional
gradient-recalled echo (3D GRE); resolution,
1 mm3; matrix size, 256 voxels by 256 voxels]
were acquired before and after surgery. Exact
contact locations were manually determined
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Fig. 4. Medial PFC neural activity associated with switch compared with stay trial feedback. (A and
C) Time-frequency analyses (T-value maps) of neural local field potentials in switch compared with
neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials relative to switch trials) locked on feedback and averaged over
vmPFC (A) and dmPFC (C) electrode contacts. Power increases (positive T values) and decreases (negative
T values) are shown in red and blue, respectively. T-value maps are thresholded at P < 0.05, corrected
for multiple comparisons (cluster-level, family-wise error corrections). Black contours delimit statistical
thresholds from P < 0.05 to P < 5.0 ! 10!6. Vertical shaded areas indicate onset windows of stimuli from the
next trial. See fig. S3 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Power amplitudes in switch and neighboring stay trials
averaged over the vmPFC beta-band and dmPFC theta-band clusters shown in (A) and (C), respectively.
Power amplitudes were Z-scored in each electrode contact before averaging. Error bars are SEMs over trials.
(D) Signed prediction errors, chosen values, proportion of positive feedback (FB+), and prior actor reliability
in switch and neighboring stay trials. In switch trials, posterior actor reliability dropped below the 0.5
reliability threshold (blue cross), and a new actor is formed to guide exploration in subsequent trials. Error
bars are SEMs over participants.

Fig. 5. vmPFC neural activity associated with
response feedback. Time-frequency analyses
(T-value maps) of vmPFC local field potentials
relative to trial grand averages (from !2 s to +5 s
relative to stimulus onsets), averaged across
electrode contacts and locked on feedback onset in
stay (top: positive feedback; middle: negative
feedback) and switch (bottom) trials. Switch trials
comprised 10% positive and 90% negative
feedback. Maps are thresholded at P < 0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise,
family-wise error corrections). Increases (positive
T values) and decreases (negative T values) are
shown in red and blue, respectively. Black contours
delimit statistical thresholds from P < 0.05 to
P < 0.000005. Vertical shaded areas indicate
onset windows of stimuli from the next trial. See
fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps.
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science ethic committee (CPP 09-CHUG-12,
no. 0907). All participants volunteered to par-
ticipate and provided written informed con-
sent before participation.

Intracranial electroencephalography

We collected intracranial electroencephalog-
raphy (iEEG) recordings from the six patients.
They were chronically implanted with 12 to 15
stereotacticmultilead depth electrodes for 2 to

3 weeks. These semirigid electrodes (DIXI
Medical Instrument) have a diameter of 0.8mm
and, depending on the target structure, con-
sisted of 5 to 15 linearly arranged contact leads
(2 mm wide), with a 1.5-mm gap between two
consecutive leads. Overall, we recorded from
929 contacts distributed across 81 depth elec-
trodes, among which 21 depth electrodes (185
contacts) were located in the PFC. All these
electrodes were implanted orthogonal to the

interhemispheric plane with the deepest con-
tacts located in the medial PFC. Over the six
patients, 13 electrode contacts were localized
in the vmPFC and 12 in the dmPFC (see Fig. 1A
and fig. S1). T1-weighted anatomical magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) [three-dimensional
gradient-recalled echo (3D GRE); resolution,
1 mm3; matrix size, 256 voxels by 256 voxels]
were acquired before and after surgery. Exact
contact locations were manually determined
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relative to trial grand averages (from !2 s to +5 s
relative to stimulus onsets), averaged across
electrode contacts and locked on feedback onset in
stay (top: positive feedback; middle: negative
feedback) and switch (bottom) trials. Switch trials
comprised 10% positive and 90% negative
feedback. Maps are thresholded at P < 0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise,
family-wise error corrections). Increases (positive
T values) and decreases (negative T values) are
shown in red and blue, respectively. Black contours
delimit statistical thresholds from P < 0.05 to
P < 0.000005. Vertical shaded areas indicate
onset windows of stimuli from the next trial. See
fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps.
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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from the position of the corresponding artifact
relative to the main anatomical landmarks
on the postsurgery MRI. We recorded iEEG
~8 days after surgery (8.6 days ±1.4 SEM; see
table S1) using a 128-channels video-EEGmon-
itoring system (Micromed; sampling rate, 512Hz).
iEEG data were bandpass filtered online (0.1
to 200 Hz).

Experimental paradigm
The participants performed a variant of the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, in which they
learned combinations between digits and re-
sponse buttons by trial and error. Combina-
tions changed episodically and unpredictably.
The experimental paradigm is identical to that
used in previous studies testing healthy partic-

ipants within and outside MRI scanners (2, 6).
In the present study,we only adjusted the event
timing and jittering to iEEG constraints.
Four white boxes representing four response

buttons were displayed on a black background
at the center of a screen (Fig. 1B). Each trial
started with the display of a white digit (out
of three possible digits) in every box during
800 ms. The patients responded to this stim-
ulus by pressing one of four buttons (response
box: Cedrus Lumina, LU444-RH). Patients had
to use the same finger to press the same button
throughout the experiment. If a response oc-
curredwithin 1500ms from the stimulus onset,
all displayed digits disappeared between 1800
and 2200 ms after the stimulus onset, except
the digit displayed in the box related to the
pressed button: If the participant pressed the
correct button, this digit instead turned green
with 90% probability (positive feedback) and
turned redwith 10% probability (negative feed-
back). If the participant pressed another but-
ton, positive and negative feedback probabilities
were reversed. Response feedbacks were thus
stochastic. If no responses occurred within
1500 ms from the stimulus onset, all digits dis-
appeared and were replaced by an uninfor-
mative, neutral feedback (dashes in every box).
Response feedbacks were presented during
800ms. After 800ms, the feedback disappeared,
leaving the four boxes empty. The next trial
started after a delay of 1200 to 1600ms from the
feedback onset. Participants were explicitly in-
structed that in every trial, each digit was as-
sociated with only one correct response button,
and that distinct digits were associated with
distinct responses (see Fig. 1C). Participants
were also told that response feedbacks were
not fully reliable (they were however not in-
formed about the exact feedback probabilities).
Finally, participants were informed that digit-
response combinations could change episodically
and unpredictably. No additional instructions
were provided to participants. We refer to series
of trials with no combination changes as epi-
sodes. Episode lengths pseudorandomly ranged
between 33 and 57 trials. When combinations
changed, every digit-response association was
changed (Fig. 1C)
Overall, the experiment included two be-

havioral sessions administered on successive
days. Each session included 1011 trials com-
prising 24 episodes. Each session included five
short breaks occurring within episodes. After
each break, the last digit-response combina-
tionwas used again during six to nine trials, so
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes (participants were explicitly instructed
that breaks were unrelated to combination
changes). Stimuli were pseudorandomly drawn
from the set {1,3,5} for one session and {2,4,6}
for the other session, counterbalanced across
participants. In one session, three distinct digit-
response combinations were pseudorandomly
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Fig. 6. dmPFC neural activity associated with response feedback. (A) Same as in Fig. 5 but for local field
potentials averaged across dmPFC electrode contacts. See fig. S4 for the unthresholded maps. (B) Time
courses of dmPFC alpha-band power in switch compared with neighboring stay trials (from !2 to +2 trials
relative to switch trials) locked on feedback onset. (C) Correlation between dmPFC high-gamma neural
activity and unsigned RPEs plotted against time from feedback onset. Shaded areas in (B) and (C) are SEMs
across dmPFC electrode contacts. Horizontal black bars in (B) and (C) indicate statistical significance at
P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster-wise, family-wise error correction). (D) High-gamma
activity over time window shown in (C) (orange) plotted against RPEs in stay and switch trials. Error bars are
SEMs across binned trials. Lines show second-order polynomial regressions in stay trials (df = 340; linear
P = 0.34; quadratic P < 0.0001) and in switch trials (df = 212; both linear and quadratic P > 0.89).
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Figure 1. Categorical Encoding of Offer Value, Chosen Value, and Chosen Juice
(A) Task design. Animals maintained center fixation and offers were represented by two sets of color squares. After a randomly variable delay, animals indicated

their choice with a saccade.

(B) Typical choice pattern. The x axis represents offer types ranked by the ratio #B:#A. The y axis represents the percentage of trials in which the animal chose

juice B. In this session, the animal was roughly indifferent between 1A and 4B.

(legend continued on next page)
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distribution for a2/a1 obtained across the population. Themedian
of the distribution m = 0.005 was significantly >0 (p < 10!8, Wil-
coxon signed-rank test). In essence, this means that when the
preoffer activity of chosen juice cells increased by one spike
per second, the animal made its choice as though the quantity
of the encoded juice was multiplied by a factor of z1.005.
In summary, these results suggest that near-indifference deci-

sions are partly driven by the initial state of the neuronal assem-
bly, which fluctuates on a trial-by-trial basis and is reflected in the
preoffer activity of chosen juice cells.

Residual Predictive Activity of Chosen Juice Cells
While discussing the predictive activity, one important caveat re-
lates to the presence of choice hysteresis. Indeed, previouswork
has found that reward-related activity in the OFC can outlast the
trial end (Simmons and Richmond, 2008). Thus on any given trial,
chosen juice cells might present some tail activity from the pre-
vious trial. Because of choice hysteresis, such tail activity would
appear as predictive activity for hard decisions. Indeed, referring
to Figure 6A, more ‘‘E chosen split’’ trials follow trials in which the
animal chose juice E, and more ‘‘O chosen split’’ trials follow tri-
als in which the animal chose juice O. To assess the relation
between choice hysteresis and predictive activity, I examined
whether the outcome of the previous trial affected the activity
of chosen juice cells (Figure S4). Consistent with previous re-
sults, the activity of chosen juice cells early in the trial was slightly
elevated after trials in which the animal chose juice E and slightly
depressed after trials in which the animal chose juice O. This tail
activity was in the same direction as, and thus confounded with,
the predictive activity.
Importantly, the two interpretations for the predictive activity

(tail activity from the previous trial or baseline fluctuation reflect-

ing a bias in the current choice) are not mutually exclusive.
Indeed, predictive activity could in principle provide a neuronal
mechanism for choice hysteresis. In this respect, it is interesting
to assess whether predictive activity was entirely explained as
tail activity from the previous trial (H0) or, alternatively, whether
predictive activity also reflected additional sources of stochas-
ticity (H1). To examine this issue, I separated trials into three
groups depending on whether in the previous trial the animal
chose the juice encoded by the cell (E, trials), the other juice
offered (O, trials), or neither juice (X, trials). Because the
outcome of the previous trial was fixed, the presence of the
residual predictive activity (Figures S4B–S4E) provided evidence
in favor of H1. For a quantitative assessment of residual predic-
tive activity, I constructed the following logistic model:

choice E= 1="1+ e!X#
X= a0 + a1 log"#E=#O#+ a2"dn!1;E ! dn!1;O#+ a3 4residual:

(Equation 4)

For each chosen juice cell, 4residual was the residual firing rate
remaining after the linear regression of the raw firing rate 4 onto
the variable (dn-1, E ! dn-1, O). The null hypothesis corresponded
to a3/a1 = 0. Figure S5D illustrates the distribution for a3/a1 ob-
tained across the population. The median of the distribution
m = 0.002 was small but significantly >0 (p < 0.02, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test). In other words, trial-by-trial fluctuations in
the preoffer activity of chosen juice cells were significantly corre-
lated with the decision of the animal, even when the outcome of
the previous trials was controlled for.
In conclusion, predictive activity reflected additional sour-

ces of stochasticity above and beyond the tail activity from the
previous trial.

Figure 5. Choice Variability Is Not Explained by Fluctuations of Offer Value Cells
(A) Population with positive encoding. The analysis focused on offer types where choices were split. For each offer type, trials were divided depending on the

animal’s choice (juice E or juice O) and the activity was averaged separately for the two groups of trials (R2 trials per trace). The resulting traces were averaged

across offer types for each cell and then across cells. The eventual choice of the animal does not correlate with fluctuations in the activity of offer value cells.

Average traces shown here are from 177 cells. The gray bar highlights the time window on which the ROC analysis was conducted (150–400 ms after the offer).

Inset: the histogram shows the distribution of AUC obtained across the population. The mean AUC was statistically indistinguishable from 0.5.

(B) Population with negative encoding. Same procedures as in (A). Average traces shown here are from 52 cells. Across the population, the AUC was indis-

tinguishable from 0.5.

See also Figure S2.
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Activity Overshooting of Chosen Value Cells
I now turn to chosen value cells (Figure 1D). To examine their ac-
tivity in relation to choice variability, I focusedon trials inwhich the
animals chose one drop of the preferred juice over various
amounts of the other juice (trials 1A< qB,where q is the quantity
of juice B offered). Themotivation for this analysis was as follows.
In principle, choice variability could ensue if the value of any
particular good fluctuated from trial to trial. If so, one would
expect that the activity of chosen value cells, conditioned on
the animal choosing 1A, would be enhancedwhen the alternative
offer ismoredesirable. To test this prediction, I dividedoffer types
into easy and split. Consistent with the prediction, the activity of
chosen value cells with positive encoding was clearly higher for
split decisions compared to easy decisions (Figure 7A). This ef-
fect, termed ‘‘activity overshooting,’’ was evident in the time win-
dow150–400msafter theoffer,whichcorresponds roughly to the
time period in which the decision was made.

To assess whether the activity overshooting was generally
measurable for individual cells, I performed an ROC analysis

Figure 6. Activity Profiles of Chosen Juice
Cells
(A) All trials. Neurons from the two experiments

were rectified (see main text) and pooled. Trials

were divided depending on whether the animal

chose the juice encoded by the cell (juice E) or

the other juice (juice O) and on whether the de-

cisions were easy or split. Average traces shown

here are from the 257 cells for which I could

compute all four traces (R2 trials per trace). The

activity after the offer depended on the decision

difficulty but did not resemble a race-to-

threshold. In the 500 ms before the offer, the

activity for ‘‘E chosen split’’ trials was elevated

compared to that for ‘‘O chosen split’’ trials

(predictive activity).

(B) ROC analyses. Histograms show the results

obtained for the five comparisons indicated in (A)

and (C).

(C) Control for juice quantity. This analysis

focused on trials in which the animal chose one

drop of the preferred juice (1A). Trials were divided

into easy and split and average traces shown here

are from the 181 cells for which I could compute

both traces (R2 trials per trace). All the effects

described in (A) were also observed when the

quantity of the chosen juice was fixed.

See also Figures S3–S5.

focusing on the 150–400 ms after the
offer. For each cell, I identified trials in
which the animal chose 1A, and I divided
them into easy and split decisions.
Comparing the two distributions of firing
rates, I obtained a measure for the AUC
(Figure 7A, inset). In general, the AUC var-
ied substantially across cells. However,
the mean AUC for the population was
significantly above the null hypothesis
of 0.5 (mean AUC = 0.526, p < 10!4,

t test). In other words, individual cells typically presented an
activity overshooting.
The result illustrated in Figure 7A was very robust (Figure S6).

In a variant of this analysis, I divided the amount of juice B
offered into three segments. Confirming the first observation,
the activity of chosen value cells gradually varied as a function
of the quantity of juice B (Figure 7B). Restricting the analysis
to cells that were significantly tuned yielded similar results (Fig-
ure 7C). With respect to chosen value cells with negative encod-
ing, one would expect a higher firing rate for easy decisions
compared to split decisions. Focusing again on the 150–
400 ms after the offer, this prediction was qualitatively met (Fig-
ure 7D), although the difference in signal was rather small and
did not reach significance threshold (mean AUC was 0.485;
p = 0.08, t test). Restricting the analysis to significantly tuned
cells yielded similar results (mean AUC = 0.480; p = 0.12,
t test; Figure 7E). Hence it was not clear whether chosen value
cells with positive and negative encoding differed qualitatively
or, alternatively, whether the measure obtained for cells with
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slope changes were never found to be significant. We quantified the
degree of neuronal adaptation by an adaptation score, defined as the ratio
between !narrow and !wide (!narrow/!wide) obtained from Equations 1
and 2. Adaptation score ! 1.0 indicated steeper slopes in the more nar-
row distribution (!!narrow! ! !!wide!).

Our main regression model (Eqs. 1, 2) estimated and compared
directly the response slopes for the two distributions, thus reflecting
straightforwardly the experimental rationale for adaptive coding. To
confirm the results of the main model, we conducted separate tests
with hierarchical regression models (supplemental Eqs. S1–S3) and
an interactive regression model (supplemental Eqs. S4, S5 in supple-
mental material, available at www.jneurosci.org). The data obtained
with the main and the two supplementary regression models were
almost identical (Table 1; supplemental Tables S1, S2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The main description
of the results will be largely based on the main model because of its
direct and intuitive comparison of response slopes as substrate of
adaptation.

We used mutual information to measure the effects of adaptation
on neuronal discrimination between juice volumes. Predictable in-
formation of juice volume associated with neuronal responses ( I) was
quantified as decrease in entropy of stimulus occurrence H( J)

I " I" J; X# " H" J# # H" J ! X#

" "
J

#p" j#log"p" j## # #"
J

#p " j ! x#log "p" j ! x##$
x

, (3)

where J is a set of value cues j, X is a set of neuronal responses x, p( j ! x) is
the conditional probability of a value cue j given an observed impulse
count x, and p( j) is the a priori probability of value cue j. We corrected
for potential bias in the values of mutual information caused by the
limited number of trials and uneven distribution of data samples (Treves
and Panzeri, 1995; Kobayashi et al., 2002). We calculated encoded reward
information in narrow and wide reward distributions separately in slid-
ing time windows of 200 ms width that moved in 5 ms steps.

Figure 2. Examples of two value-coding orbitofrontal neurons. A, Adaptation in a neuron whose response increases with increasing juice volume. The slopes in the top right regression
plot show the relationships between neuronal responses (ordinate, impulses/s) and predicted juice volume (abscissa, ml), separately for small (black) and large (red) SDs. The slope
changes indicate adaptation of reward sensitivity to predicted reward distribution. B, Lack of adaptation in a neuron whose response decreases with increasing juice volume. The
regression lines for the two reward distributions were parallel, indicating graded coding across all five reward volumes and thus lack of adaptation. Error bar, SEM. For each raster, the
sequence of trials runs from top to bottom. Vertical lines in rastergrams indicate onsets of SD cue (left), value cue (center) and reward (right). Tick marks in rastergrams indicate neuronal
impulses, histograms below rastergrams display mean discharge rates (black, small SD; red, large SD).
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slope changes were never found to be significant. We quantified the
degree of neuronal adaptation by an adaptation score, defined as the ratio
between !narrow and !wide (!narrow/!wide) obtained from Equations 1
and 2. Adaptation score ! 1.0 indicated steeper slopes in the more nar-
row distribution (!!narrow! ! !!wide!).

Our main regression model (Eqs. 1, 2) estimated and compared
directly the response slopes for the two distributions, thus reflecting
straightforwardly the experimental rationale for adaptive coding. To
confirm the results of the main model, we conducted separate tests
with hierarchical regression models (supplemental Eqs. S1–S3) and
an interactive regression model (supplemental Eqs. S4, S5 in supple-
mental material, available at www.jneurosci.org). The data obtained
with the main and the two supplementary regression models were
almost identical (Table 1; supplemental Tables S1, S2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The main description
of the results will be largely based on the main model because of its
direct and intuitive comparison of response slopes as substrate of
adaptation.

We used mutual information to measure the effects of adaptation
on neuronal discrimination between juice volumes. Predictable in-
formation of juice volume associated with neuronal responses ( I) was
quantified as decrease in entropy of stimulus occurrence H( J)

I " I" J; X# " H" J# # H" J ! X#

" "
J

#p" j#log"p" j## # #"
J

#p " j ! x#log "p" j ! x##$
x

, (3)

where J is a set of value cues j, X is a set of neuronal responses x, p( j ! x) is
the conditional probability of a value cue j given an observed impulse
count x, and p( j) is the a priori probability of value cue j. We corrected
for potential bias in the values of mutual information caused by the
limited number of trials and uneven distribution of data samples (Treves
and Panzeri, 1995; Kobayashi et al., 2002). We calculated encoded reward
information in narrow and wide reward distributions separately in slid-
ing time windows of 200 ms width that moved in 5 ms steps.

Figure 2. Examples of two value-coding orbitofrontal neurons. A, Adaptation in a neuron whose response increases with increasing juice volume. The slopes in the top right regression
plot show the relationships between neuronal responses (ordinate, impulses/s) and predicted juice volume (abscissa, ml), separately for small (black) and large (red) SDs. The slope
changes indicate adaptation of reward sensitivity to predicted reward distribution. B, Lack of adaptation in a neuron whose response decreases with increasing juice volume. The
regression lines for the two reward distributions were parallel, indicating graded coding across all five reward volumes and thus lack of adaptation. Error bar, SEM. For each raster, the
sequence of trials runs from top to bottom. Vertical lines in rastergrams indicate onsets of SD cue (left), value cue (center) and reward (right). Tick marks in rastergrams indicate neuronal
impulses, histograms below rastergrams display mean discharge rates (black, small SD; red, large SD).
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slope changes were never found to be significant. We quantified the
degree of neuronal adaptation by an adaptation score, defined as the ratio
between !narrow and !wide (!narrow/!wide) obtained from Equations 1
and 2. Adaptation score ! 1.0 indicated steeper slopes in the more nar-
row distribution (!!narrow! ! !!wide!).

Our main regression model (Eqs. 1, 2) estimated and compared
directly the response slopes for the two distributions, thus reflecting
straightforwardly the experimental rationale for adaptive coding. To
confirm the results of the main model, we conducted separate tests
with hierarchical regression models (supplemental Eqs. S1–S3) and
an interactive regression model (supplemental Eqs. S4, S5 in supple-
mental material, available at www.jneurosci.org). The data obtained
with the main and the two supplementary regression models were
almost identical (Table 1; supplemental Tables S1, S2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The main description
of the results will be largely based on the main model because of its
direct and intuitive comparison of response slopes as substrate of
adaptation.

We used mutual information to measure the effects of adaptation
on neuronal discrimination between juice volumes. Predictable in-
formation of juice volume associated with neuronal responses ( I) was
quantified as decrease in entropy of stimulus occurrence H( J)

I " I" J; X# " H" J# # H" J ! X#

" "
J

#p" j#log"p" j## # #"
J

#p " j ! x#log "p" j ! x##$
x

, (3)

where J is a set of value cues j, X is a set of neuronal responses x, p( j ! x) is
the conditional probability of a value cue j given an observed impulse
count x, and p( j) is the a priori probability of value cue j. We corrected
for potential bias in the values of mutual information caused by the
limited number of trials and uneven distribution of data samples (Treves
and Panzeri, 1995; Kobayashi et al., 2002). We calculated encoded reward
information in narrow and wide reward distributions separately in slid-
ing time windows of 200 ms width that moved in 5 ms steps.

Figure 2. Examples of two value-coding orbitofrontal neurons. A, Adaptation in a neuron whose response increases with increasing juice volume. The slopes in the top right regression
plot show the relationships between neuronal responses (ordinate, impulses/s) and predicted juice volume (abscissa, ml), separately for small (black) and large (red) SDs. The slope
changes indicate adaptation of reward sensitivity to predicted reward distribution. B, Lack of adaptation in a neuron whose response decreases with increasing juice volume. The
regression lines for the two reward distributions were parallel, indicating graded coding across all five reward volumes and thus lack of adaptation. Error bar, SEM. For each raster, the
sequence of trials runs from top to bottom. Vertical lines in rastergrams indicate onsets of SD cue (left), value cue (center) and reward (right). Tick marks in rastergrams indicate neuronal
impulses, histograms below rastergrams display mean discharge rates (black, small SD; red, large SD).
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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Lateral

Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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Rostral

Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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Dorsal

Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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Ventral

Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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Fig. 1. Cortical-subcortical network partition. A) The cortical network partition, as calculated with cortical surface resting-state fMRI data using graph community
detection. We focused on identifying the network level of organization based on interactions among the next-lowest level of organization – functional regions. Network
detection was calibrated based on identi!cation of the well-established primary sensory-motor cortical systems (visual, somatomotor, auditory). Identifying clusters of
multimodally-de!ned cortical regions replicated many known and revealed several novel large-scale networks. B) The network partition identi!ed in cortex was
extended to all subcortical gray matter voxels. Brie"y, each voxel was assigned to the cortical network with the strongest average resting-state functional connectivity
(FC) with that voxel. C) The region-with-region FC matrix within cortex, sorted by network assignment. The block-like structure along the diagonal provides a
visualization of the greater FC strength within (relative to between) each network. The darker off-diagonal lines re"ect stronger cross-hemisphere FC within networks
(since left hemisphere regions are listed !rst within each network). D) The parcel-to-parcel FC (covariance) matrix, including both cortical and subcortical parcels.
Covariance is a non-normalized version of Pearson correlation, used here to account for higher standard deviation of time series in subcortical parcels. We previously
validated covariance as a valid alternative to Pearson correlation for FC estimation (Cole et al., 2016b).

J.L. Ji et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 35–57
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• Fronto-Parietal Cognitive Control:  Working 
(relational thinking, working memory (N-back), 
task switching (connect-the-dots), arithmetic)

• Cingulo-Opercular:  Concentration, Salience? 

• Language:  Language 

• Ventral Multi-Modal:  Semantic knowledge 

• Posterior Multi-Modal:  Navigation? 

• Orbito-Affective:  Valuation (choice, decision)

Summary of Network Functions
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• Default Mode:  Thinking (about self, past, future, 
other people’s thoughts)

• Dorsal Attention:  Attention (attending, searching)
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Activity Overshooting of Chosen Value Cells
I now turn to chosen value cells (Figure 1D). To examine their ac-
tivity in relation to choice variability, I focusedon trials inwhich the
animals chose one drop of the preferred juice over various
amounts of the other juice (trials 1A< qB,where q is the quantity
of juice B offered). Themotivation for this analysis was as follows.
In principle, choice variability could ensue if the value of any
particular good fluctuated from trial to trial. If so, one would
expect that the activity of chosen value cells, conditioned on
the animal choosing 1A, would be enhancedwhen the alternative
offer ismoredesirable. To test this prediction, I dividedoffer types
into easy and split. Consistent with the prediction, the activity of
chosen value cells with positive encoding was clearly higher for
split decisions compared to easy decisions (Figure 7A). This ef-
fect, termed ‘‘activity overshooting,’’ was evident in the time win-
dow150–400msafter theoffer,whichcorresponds roughly to the
time period in which the decision was made.

To assess whether the activity overshooting was generally
measurable for individual cells, I performed an ROC analysis

Figure 6. Activity Profiles of Chosen Juice
Cells
(A) All trials. Neurons from the two experiments

were rectified (see main text) and pooled. Trials

were divided depending on whether the animal

chose the juice encoded by the cell (juice E) or

the other juice (juice O) and on whether the de-

cisions were easy or split. Average traces shown

here are from the 257 cells for which I could

compute all four traces (R2 trials per trace). The

activity after the offer depended on the decision

difficulty but did not resemble a race-to-

threshold. In the 500 ms before the offer, the

activity for ‘‘E chosen split’’ trials was elevated

compared to that for ‘‘O chosen split’’ trials

(predictive activity).

(B) ROC analyses. Histograms show the results

obtained for the five comparisons indicated in (A)

and (C).

(C) Control for juice quantity. This analysis

focused on trials in which the animal chose one

drop of the preferred juice (1A). Trials were divided

into easy and split and average traces shown here

are from the 181 cells for which I could compute

both traces (R2 trials per trace). All the effects

described in (A) were also observed when the

quantity of the chosen juice was fixed.

See also Figures S3–S5.

focusing on the 150–400 ms after the
offer. For each cell, I identified trials in
which the animal chose 1A, and I divided
them into easy and split decisions.
Comparing the two distributions of firing
rates, I obtained a measure for the AUC
(Figure 7A, inset). In general, the AUC var-
ied substantially across cells. However,
the mean AUC for the population was
significantly above the null hypothesis
of 0.5 (mean AUC = 0.526, p < 10!4,

t test). In other words, individual cells typically presented an
activity overshooting.
The result illustrated in Figure 7A was very robust (Figure S6).

In a variant of this analysis, I divided the amount of juice B
offered into three segments. Confirming the first observation,
the activity of chosen value cells gradually varied as a function
of the quantity of juice B (Figure 7B). Restricting the analysis
to cells that were significantly tuned yielded similar results (Fig-
ure 7C). With respect to chosen value cells with negative encod-
ing, one would expect a higher firing rate for easy decisions
compared to split decisions. Focusing again on the 150–
400 ms after the offer, this prediction was qualitatively met (Fig-
ure 7D), although the difference in signal was rather small and
did not reach significance threshold (mean AUC was 0.485;
p = 0.08, t test). Restricting the analysis to significantly tuned
cells yielded similar results (mean AUC = 0.480; p = 0.12,
t test; Figure 7E). Hence it was not clear whether chosen value
cells with positive and negative encoding differed qualitatively
or, alternatively, whether the measure obtained for cells with
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OFC. a, Example session 1. In this session, we set !VA"<"!VB. Consistent with the 
prediction, electrical stimulation biased choices in favour of juice B (#!"<"0).  
b, Example session 2. In this case, we set !VA>!VB. Electrical stimulation biased 
choices in favour of juice A (#!">"0). c, d, Population analysis. The two panels 
refer to the two monkeys. In each panel, the choice bias (#!, y"axis) is plotted 
against the difference in value range (!VA"–"!VB, x"axis). Each data point 
represents one session, and the grey line is from a linear regression. Value 
ranges are expressed in units of juice B (uB). The two measures are significantly 
correlated in both monkey D (r"="0.53, P"="0.001, Pearson correlation test; 
r"="0.49, P"="0.003, Spearman correlation test) and monkey G (r"="0.29, P"="0.024, 
Pearson correlation test; r"="0.36, P"="0.005, Spearman correlation test). Green 
data points are from sessions illustrated in a, b.
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